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Unaltered deep-sea basaltic g lasses are believed to 
be the best record of initial magma composition , and as 
such are important in the study of petrogenesis. Ho wever , 
t hese g lasses are altered by their long co ntact wi t h sea-
water, becoming hydrate d and undergoing chemical exch a nge. 
This chemical excha nge affects the composition of seawater 
and plays a rol e in the chemical equilibrium of t h e oceans. 
A study of the trace meta l and major e l e me nt a lte ra-
tion of g lasses from Deep Sea Drilling Project Site 396B 
has been conducted, using a selected area x - ray f luores -
cence technique (deve l oped for this study) for t h e trace 
metal analyses, and the e l ectron rnicroprobe for t he major 
e l e ments. The samples in c luded sections of pillow basalt 
r inds, hya loclast ite s, and a few crystalline sections. 
The g l asses were found to release a bout o ne- half 
the original Si a nd Al, two- t hi rds of the Mg and Na , a nd 
over 90 % of the Ca originally present, during a lteration 
to palagonite. Fe and Ti were found to b e immobile, and 
K was increased 40-fold by concentrat ion from seawater. 
For the trace metals, over one-quarter of the Zn, Cu and 
Ni were released, 40 % of the Mn, and over 10 % of the Cr. 
These changes apply only to the conversion of fresh glass 
(siderome lane ) to palagonite (smectite), and do not in-
clude the effects of authigenic phillipsite and calcite 
reprecipitated locally . Differences between the effects 
of low temperature weathering on the crystalline basalts 
and the glasses appear to be primarily a function of the 
susceptibility of the primary mineral phases to attack, 
with the glass, being the least stable phase, being the 
most altered. 
There is something fascinating about science. 
One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture 
out of such a trifling investment of fact. 
Mark Twain, Life on the Mississippi, 1874 
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INTRODUCTION 
Basaltic glasses are believed to be the best repre-
sentation of erupted magmatic composition, due to their quick 
cooling and relative resistance to alteration (Langmuir et 
al., 1977). However, they are hydrated and altered during 
contact with seawater, giving rise to alteration crusts of 
varying thicknesses and compositions, termed palagonite 
(Moore, 1966). There is considerable controversy concerning 
the conditions under which this alteration takes plac e 
(Bonatti, 1965). The study of basalt petrogenesis is hamper-
ed by the a lteration of these g lasses, particularly since 
alteration may proceed along microstructural fractures into 
the interior of the basalt, before intermediate areas are 
affected, and thus alter the composition and fabric of the 
glass (Hekinian and Hoffert, 1975). 
The glass phase is thermodynamically unstable, and 
with time will eventually crystallize. When water is absent, 
this process is similar to the crystallization of silicate 
melts. In the presence of water, as in the case of marine 
basalts, devitrification will occur along fractures where 
expos ure to water occurs (Marshall, 1961; Bonatti, 1965) 
The water acts by l eaching cations a nd forming hydroxy l 
groups with silica. The removed species may b e transported 
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long distances or may be redeposited locally as authigenic 
minerals and cements. 
The alteration of crystalline basalt and basaltic 
glass may have a major affect on the overall composition of 
seawater, since erupted basalt covers a large portion of the 
oceanic floor, and may in fact be the major control of sea-
water concentrations for some elements (R.A. Hart, 1973; 
Thompson, 19 73). The importance of this alteration process 
is in part a function of the l arge amount of material avail-
able to b e altered. Contact with seawater is required, and 
is provided even at significant depths by movement along 
fault zones, brecciated zones, coo ling joints and grain 
boundaries. The conversion of dark, fresh, basaltic glass 
(sideromelane ) to palagonite (more properly, palagonitized 
glass) is greatly abetted by the increased flux of seawater. 
Removed spec ies may be flushed out to remai n in solution or 
be deposited e lsewhere, or be locally redeposited as altera-
tion products. The alteration products themselves are more 
permeable than the parent basalt, and thereby provide new 
pathways for alteration. The correlation of time (as dis-
tance from mid-oceanic ridge spreading centers ) and pro-
gressive alteration of basalt has been demonstrated (Moore, 
l966; R.A. Hart, 1970; Hekinian, 1971), and the similarity 
of the trends traveling away from the ridges to the inte rior 
to exterior tends found in altered pi llows. 
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Bulk compos i tions of basalts may b e determined, but 
of course cannot diffe r e ntiate altered and unaltered material 
where alteration crusts are on the order of hundreds of micro-
meters. Bulk composition data requires a limiting assumpt i o n, 
which is usually the upper limit of water content, to dis-
tinguish between altere d and unaltered b asalts (S. R. Hart, 
1969; R.A. Hart, 1970). Whe re zones are large enough to b e 
separate d by cutting, appearance may b e the determining fac-
tor (S.R. Hart et al., 1974). Ideally, the analysis of a 
small area of a sample would b e carr i ed out without grin d ing 
up the sample, or destruction of the analyzed areas. Electron 
microprobe analysis may reduce this probl em of combin ing of 
fresh and altered portions, but causes the decompo s i tion of 
hydrous mate rials and mobilization and loss of a lkal i metals 
under beam loading (Scott, 1971; Scott and Hajash, 197 6; Butt 
and Vigers, 1977). Also, it cannot eas ily be used to deter-
mine trace element composition when the co ncentration i s l ess 
than about 100 ppm, due to the effects of e l ectro n b eam-
sample interact i o n, a nd the hi gher background resul t i ng from 
higher excitation voltages, a lthough t hi s will vary wi th 
analyte and sample matr i x. 
Analysis of small areas of solid samples may be per-
formed by other techniques, suc h as las e r optical e mission, 
ion mic roprobe, e nergy d i spers i ve systems attached to a 
scanning e l ectron mi croscope (SEM), a nd s e l e cte d area x -ray 
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fluorescence. The first two techniques are not commonly 
available, a nd present problems with standardization and 
trace e lement ana l ysis. Energy dispersive analysis using an 
SEM suffers from both the limitations of energy-dispersive 
systems (spectral overlap and long counting times for trace 
analysis) and those of primary exc itation (high background). 
selected area x-ray fluorescence has the advantages of both 
crystal dispersion (less spectral overlap) and primary exci-
tation (lower background), a nd although it too requires 
relatively long counting times, most importantly, sample 
damage is not a problem as with the electron microprobe. 
studies of basalt petrogenesis utilize trace element 
information to help define fractionation trends (Nesbitt and 
sun, 1976; Haskin and Korotev, 1977: Ridley et al., 1977) 
as well as major element data (Hekinian and Thompson, 1976: 
Pearce et al., 1977). It is necessary for these studies to 
have analyses of the freshest possible material, and to be 
able to distinguish between fresh and altered glasses (Noble, 
1967). It is also necessary to have both types of data 
available for the same samples in order to evaluate the 
overall effects of alteration of basaltic glasses by inter-
action with seawater. 
Thi s Project 
This s t udy is an a ttemp t to provide both major e l ement 
and trace eleme ntal data o n al tered and unaltered glasses 
from Deep Sea Drilling Pro j ect (DSDP) Leg 46, Core 396B, in 
such a manner as to avo i d d e s t ruction of the sample during 
a nalys is, and to provide fo r t ~e best possible distinction 
between altered and unaltered material during analysis. To 
this end, the e l ectron mi crop r obe (EMP) and x - ray milliprob e 
(XMP) have been utili zed; the first to provide major e l ement 
analyses, and the second for t race metals. 
The effects of a l terat i on on major and trace e leme nt 
composition may be exa mined us Lng paired data for f resh and 
altered glasses in indivi d u a l samples. Total iron will b e 
used as the main indicato r of degree of alteration, since 
it has bee n shown to var y d i rectly with the degrees of oxi -
dation and hydration, a nd to b e immobile under the conditions 
which have prevailed durin g t he a lte ration of the se basalts 
(Honnorez et a l . , 1 978; Da hlke , 197 8 ). Trace element changes 
will also be keye d t o t otal i r on, via the milliprobe analyses. 
For a few crystalline samp l es tobe examined, traverses across 
varying areas will b e us ed t o examine the us e of this tech-
nique in studying el eme nta l c h ~nges with crystal morphology . 
This i s the f i rs t atte mpt to determine trace e l e me nt s 
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on intact samples, t hu s reta ining the spatial relationship 
of fresh and a ltere d materi al. Such analyses should yield 
essential informatio n on the distribution of trace metals 
as effected by the a lteration of the glass phase. 
SAMPLING SITE 
The Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) samples for this 
study were provided through Dr. Jose Honnorez of the Rosen-
stiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences of the Uni-
versity of Miami, as part of a joint University of Maryland-
University of Miami grant from the National Science Founda-
tion. The samples were obtained as sections from Site 396B, 
Le g 46 of the DSDP. This site was drilled in February 1976 
in the Atlantic Ocean at 22°59'N, 43°3l'W in 4465 meters of 
water. 255.0 m of basaltic basement was drilled beneath 
150.5 m of sediment. The site was located about 150 km east 
of the axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) and dated as 
9 m.y. old by its location in magnetic anomaly 5, and 13 m.y. 
old by fossil dating (Dmitriev and Hiertzler et al., 1978) 
DSDP sample numbers used in this study are of the f orm: 
core# - section# - piece#, sometimes with (cm from the 
top of the section) or (subsampl e number). Core sections 
were 1.5 m long. (Letters after the sample number generally 
indicate that an attempt was made to prepare more than one 
section of the sample for this study, although in some cases 
only one may have been analyzed.) 
Figure 1 from Dmitriev and I-Ie irtzler e t al. ( 19 7 8 ) 
shows the depth, form, and fractional recovery of the cores 
7 
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Figure 1. Stratigraphic column, Hole 396B . 
(Dmitriev, Heirtzler e t al., 
1978) 
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at the si te . F u r ther de ta il s on this site as well as the 
initial r epo r ts o f the prin c i pul investigators may be found 
in Dmitrie v a n d He ir tz l e r et nl . (1978) . 
Comprehensive s t udi es of Lhe alteration of crystalline 
basalts f rom t hi s si te u r c re ported in Honnorez e t al . (1978) 
and Bohlke (197 8 ) . I n cJe n c~ ral , Lhey found e vide nce of early 
non-oxidizing a l t era t i o n, Eoll ow, d by oxidative alte ration. 
Alteration in t he crysta l l in c, ln-cMn zones was found to have 
no effect on Ti , Al , Fe , Cu ,J. nd N~ , although an increa s e in 
bulk den s ity of 10 'G nwk c s t.:. h c rn c1 ppear to have incre ase d . 
Ca and Na were r e t a ined by Lh c most alte red crysta lline rock s , 
though lo s t b y glasses . McJ , Co and Ni were found to h a v e 
been lost . The i r results wi ll b e further discusse d with 
the r e sult s fro m thi s study. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
A note on terminology: 
The meaning of terms used to describe fresh 
and altered basaltic glasses varies with use by dif-
ferent authors. Although the terms altered glass, 
palagonite and smectite are used to refer to the same 
material, an individual author will generally use one 
term consistently . The term smectite is used because 
it implies the identification of the phase as being an 
expandable clay (montmorillonite) . When discussing 
the work of others, their terms have been retaine d. 
When discussing the removal or addition of elemental 
species, however, the specie has been r e porte d h e r e 
in its elemental form, rather than as oxide or ionic 
species in solution, regardless of the form use d in 
the original publication. 
Pillow lavas generally have the form that the ir name 
suggests - elliptical sack-like sections of a basalt flow. 
Some pillows are connected by necks, indicating a rupture 
of an earlier flow to allow the formation of the next pil-
low. Moore (1975) r e porte d the first direct observation of 
the formation of pillow lava during the e ruption of Kil a uea . 
Pillows were not actually fo r me d - rathe r b e ing e lon gate d 
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tubes whose crusts were cooled in contact with water. The 
crusts of the tubes wer~ broken by the force of lava flowing 
into the lobe, and growth then continued by lobes growing 
from these cracks. 
Pillows may form from hot subaerially extruded lava 
dripping into water, but in the case of the deep-sea basalts 
must have been extruded under water. One of their most strik-
ing features is the radial jointing of their glassy crust; 
roughly hexagonal cracking of the glassy crust may result 
from shrinkage on cooling (Hess, 1967). It is the glasses 
formed during the quenching of these pillows that are of such 
interest to geochemists and volcanologists, being the rapidly 
quenched record of original magmatic composition. It is 
also these glasses and their alteration that are of primary 
interest in this study. 
During the cooling 0£ the pillow rinds, small frag-
ments break off and accumulate around the cooling pillows. 
'Hyaloclastites' are breccias formed from these granul ated 
fragments. They are commonly masssive, showing no strati-
fication or sorting, and are cemented by interstitial ze-
elites and/or calcite (Hess , 1967) . It is in the hyalo-
clastites that the greatest opportunity for alteration of 
the glass fragments occurs, since the fragments are surround-
ed by cracks and crevices that permit the free flow of water 
(Furnes, 1974; Honnorez, 1978). 
J 
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The degree of alteration of basaltic glasses has been 
i nvolved in the study of mantle composition, sea-floor spread-
ing and sea-floor vul canism, since the effects on glass com-
position interfere with the determination of original magma 
composition. In order to understand these processes the 
effects of a l teration by seawater must be understood (S.R. 
Hart et al. , 19 74 ) . Other studies focus on the other member 
in the alteration process - seawater - and the effects on 
oceani c chemi cal ba l ances that may occur (Mackenzie and 
Garre l s, 1966; R.A. Hart , 1973). 
Major Elements 
Moore (1966) measured thicknesses of palagonite layers 
i n samples from dredge hauls of pillow basalts from Hawaiian 
volcanoes. He described palagonitization as proceeding in-
ward from the outer surfaces of the pillows, and from cracks 
and fissures into the glass, as a diffusion process. Hydra-
tion was regarded as the first step in the alteration, fol-
lowed by the exchange of some elements with seawater, and 
then followed by progressive devitrification and crystalliza-
tion of the resulting minerals. The palagonitized glass in 
some cases was itself layered , appearing a light yellow im-
mediately adjacent to the glass, and browner f urther from 
the fresh glass contact. Moore reported, from microprobe 
analyses, that exchange with seawater during this alteration 
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caused a loss of Na, Ca and Mn, and a gain of K, Ti a nd F e . 
Moore also foun d that the 1-a L.c r) f a lterat i on was a f unction 
of the square roo t of ti~c (i11 c 1easing thickness of pala gon-
i te coating as a function of ti 1ne ) , as is the rate of hydra -
tion of obsidi a n, al thour1h th e' 1 ates are much slower for the 
subaer ial hydr a tio n of obsi11 L 111 that was used for compar ison. 
The thickness of p0l ;::1, 1rJ11 i t e r inds in h ya l oclastites, 
however, ma y not b e a good mcc1 s 1x e of the age of the material. 
Furne s ( 19 7 4) observed in hyc1 l rJrilasti tes from I celand and the 
Azores that comp l ete Eillin,1 <J i ves i cles by palagonite a nd 
authigenic minerals may o c cu r f" <>llowing some degree of a lter-
at i on of the g l ass fraome nt s. '~his would in tur n reduce the 
access of the al terinq fluid ( c;r~awater) a nd p erh aps caus e 
further altera t i o n to b e irnpo s c; i_bl e . Thus the t hi c kness of 
the a lteration crusts wou] r1 11 0 Longer b e a function of the 
time of exposure. 
Palagoni tized tu E fs r) I f Ha waii were the subject of a 
study by Hay a nd Jijima (196 8 ) . They con c luded from micro -
probe studi e s o f t h e sidcn J111r' l -me and pal agoni te that for 
equal unit volumes of th ,, sr_, Lw, , ma t er ials, t h e siderome l a n e 
h ad l ost a pprox i mately 1/3 0 ! l h e Si, 1/2 of t h e Al, and 
3/ 4 or more of the Cu, Nu ,1 nr! 1:. origin a lly present in being 
converted to p a l aqonit e . 'l'h, ,·,, a l so indicate d that the con-
version of s i deromel0ne Lo J ),1 \ Lgonite is essentia ll y isovo lu-
metric , base d on primai-v L• ' :,: 1 11ces b e ing undi storted , and 
l ack of shri nkaq e o r ex p ,rn :; ! <)11 cracks in palagonite tuffs 
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and the enclosing fresh tuff respectively. The specific 
gravity of fresh glass was reported as 2.78, with palagonite 
varying from 1 . 93-2.10. The surprising lack of volume change 
indicates that a more open- structured phase is being formed 
with individua l species being removed, but without total 
collapse of the r e st of the structure. The fractional changes 
reported were calculated by ass uminq isovolumetric alterat i on 
and using the specific gravities mentioned above. The loss 
of e lements, in other words, is not displayed by a volume 
change, but by the change in density. Diffractometer studies 
showed poorly crystalline montmorillonite in the palagonite. 
In their studies of zeol itic tuffs, the authors (Ibid. ) 
found that phillipsite was the first zeolite formed, followed 
by others in a particular sequence. They believe that pala-
gonite is not formed during quenching, but by percolation of 
cold ground water over periods of time. Studies of subaerial 
palagonitization are of importance in establ ishing the poten-
tial for alteration of sideromelane at non-hydrothermal 
temperatures, although the alteration is effected by fresh 
ground water, as opposed to seawater in marine conditions. 
other studies of subaerial alteration of basaltic 
g lasses were those of Furnes (197 8 ) and Lipman (1965). 
Furnes (1978) reported from a study o f subglacial hyalo-
clastites in Iceland, that a ll major oxides were lost during 
a lterat ion . Lipman (1965) compared the glassy and crys tal-
line portions of basalts from Ne vada. He r e porte d that the 
16 
glasses showed less oxidation of Fe, higher water content, 
higher Al, and lower Si and Na, than their crystalline 
counterparts. 
To study the rate of palagonitization of sideromelane ' 
Furnes (1975) experimentally altered synthetic glasses. 
Starting with an alkali basalt, an olivine tholeiite,and a 
basaltic andesite, Furnes prepared synthetic glass disks with 
a central hole, and exposed each type of glass to seawater 
and deionized water in sealed pyrex capsules at temperatures 
from 20-9o0 c for periods of time from 3.5 to 14 months. The 
growth of palagonite at the drilled holes was then measured. 
Measurable growth was found even in the case of thos e samples 
held at 20°c for only 6 months. 
0 
At 90 4 only 3.5 months ex-
posure was required for measurable thickness. Moore's (1966) 
results generally agree, in that his alteration rates for 
. 0 0 approximately 2-6 C were lower than Furnes' for 20 c. How-
ever, if Furnes' conclusion that alteration occurs immedi-
ately after extrusion even with short term contact at slight-
ly elevated temperatures is correct, then Moore 's measure-
ments would have to include the combined result of both verv 
low (2-6°c) and moderate (20°c) tempe ra ture alteration con-
ditions, even on fairly young material. The extrusion of 
hot lava would locally warm seawater, causing initial altera-
tion to proceed rapidly, and providing cracks a nd mic ro-
fissures for later lower temperature alteration pathways 
(Scott and Hajash, 1976). 
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The rate of palagoni te formation and manganese coating 
of basalt s in a r i ft v a ll ey was examined by Hekinian a nd 
Hoffert (1975) . A l ine or CJrrelation was found between the 
th i cknesses of the two typ e s of coatings, indicating the 
progression of the alterotion with age. Other alteration 
products reporte d included traces of chlorite, poorly crys-
talline montmorillonite I serpentine, smecti te and halloysi t e. 
Authigenic phillips i tes, smectites and Fe-Mn oxide s 
have been reported by ll on nc rez (1978) to be the principa l 
products of submarine l ow temperature alteration of basaltic 
glasses. The for~atio n of these minerals reflects the over-
all chemical alteration budget in that Ca has been lost from 
the final products and not retained in the authigenic miner-
als mentioned above. K, Na and Mn are enriched - the first 
two trapped from s e awater by phillipsite formation, and the 
Mn as the o x ide. Overa ll , Si, Al and Fe l eve ls were found 
to remain constant. Mg , Found to be enriched at the start 
of halmyrolysis wa s eve n tually lost, as Si was tied up in 
phillipsites and the r efor~ unavailable for clay formation 
to trap Mg. 
S. R. Hart e t al. ( 19 7 4) compared x-ray fluor e sce n ce 
analyses o f unalte r ed cores and altered margins of basalts 
(distinguished by in spection), as we ll as the r esult s of 
wet analyses fo r Fe ( II) ~nd Fe (III) . The data yielded good 
agreement on direc tion of alteration for some specie~ (in-
creases with altera t ion c,i Fe(III), Mn, Kand H2o, los ses 
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of Si, Fe(II), Ti and Al ) and disagreement on others (Na, 
P and Mg) . The enrichment of K with alteration is generally 
confirmed by most studies including another by S.R. Hart 
(1969) on K/Rb and K/Cs ratios. 
R.A. Hart (1970), using literature data for 112 deep 
sea basalts, found that the age of ridge basalts, determined 
by distance from the ridge, was also described by the increas-
ing degree of hydration of the mater ial . When hydrated, these 
rocks were found to undergo chemical exchange with seawater, 
releasing Si, Ca and Mg, and gaining in total Fe, Ti, Mn, Na 
and K. His results for direction of change with alteration 
agree roughly with those of S.R . Hart et al. (1974) but dis-
agree on the matters of Ti and P. 
essential exchange of Al. 
Both studies found no 
In discussing the long term buffering of the oceans, 
Maynard (1976) used literature value s to evaluate the pos-
sible seawater-basalt exchange reactions. Although he con-
sidered low-temperature alteration, he believed refluxing of 
seawater in the high heat-flow areas near the ridges to be 
more important, expec ially for Mg, Kand Na, t han low-temp-
erature alteration processes . 
R.A. Hart (197 3) developed a model for exchange in 
the basalt-seawater system i nvolving extensive alteration of 
the basalts and exchange with seawater. 
In this mode l, a 
combination of processes are utilized, which could a bstract 
most of the stream input of K, Mg and Na a nd add Si, ca, 
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Fe(III) and Mn in amounts comparable to stream input. 
Trace El e ments 
Most of the studies thus far described have dealt 
primarily with major element composition. Trace element data 
in the study of basalt alteration is l e ss widely described, 
especially for glasses as oppos e d to crystalline basalts, 
although some petrogenetic studies report trace metal data. 
Hekinian and Thompson (1976) used trace element analyses to 
help distinguish volcanic material from different sources. 
others have used trace element data to study magmatic frac-
tionation (McCarthy and Hasty, 1976; Nesbitt and Sun, 1976; 
Haskin and Korotev, 1977). Pearce and Cann (1973) also used 
trace element data to determined the maoma sources of various 
basalts. Much trace element data in the literature appears 
as part of bulk analyses, but is not related to alteration. 
For example, Kempe (1974) reports trace metal data fo r some 
DSDP Leg 26 samples,but is concerned with petrogenesis, not 
alteration and does not discuss changes attributable to al-
teration; 
Rhodes (1974) is likewi s e concerned with Leg 9. 
In Furnes (1978) study of a subglacial h yaloclastite 
in Ice land, er, Co, Cu and Ni were found to be consis tant l y 
higher in palagonite than in t h e parent, and V, Nb, Zr, Ce , 
Nd and La showed depletion. Variable results were found for 
zn, Rb, Sr, y and Ba with the least affected e l e me nts b e ing 
Zn, Ni, Y, Ba and Nb. 
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R.A. Hart (1973), in developing the exchange model 
mentioned earlier, reported trace element data for a series 
of samples arranged in order of increasing alteration. The 
trends are toward decreasing Ni and Co, and increasing Cr 
and Cu with alteration. Al is reported to show no particular 
trend. Thompson (1973)however, reported inconsiste nt trends 
for Cr and Ni, and disputed Hekinians's (1971) conclusion 
that progressive alteration of basalt with distance from a 
spreading center follows the same pattern as inner core to 
outer margin variations. Thompson reported the inner-to-
outer sequence in pillows to be from altered crystalline 
core to unaltered glass to altered glass. 
over the course of studies of the alteration of ba-
salts and basaltic glasses, a fundamental argument has re-
curred over whether the alteration of sideromelane to palago-
nite is the result of alteration under hydrothermal conditions 
or of low temperature alteration. Opinions run the full 
range, for example, from that of Moore (1966) of long term 
hydration, to that of Bonatti (1965), that basaltic g lass 
is hydrated and converted to palagonite immediately after 
eruption and exposure to seawater. 
studies designed to examine the effects of hydro-
thermal alteration require the selection of samples from 
areas with the requisite conditions, such as the me dian val-
ley of the MAR (Humphris and Thompson, 1978a and 1978b), so 
that there has been no opportunity for low t e mperature 
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a lteration to occur . Most synthetic studies (Furnes, 1975; 
Mottl and Holl a nd, 197 8 ) LSe reaction conditions close r to 
hydrothermal conditio n s (h igh Pressure and temperature) than 
to low temperature a lteration conditions . These studies mav 
not provide r e dox co ndit i cns consistent with the increase in 
oxidized iron found wi th alteration (Bohlke, 197 8 ; Honnorez 
et al., 1978; Sev f r i ed e t al., 1978). 
Humphri s and Thompson (1 978a; l 978b) c hose sampl e s of 
basalts dredged onl y f r om t h e median valley of the MAR. in 
order to obtain s a mples p r incipally hydrothermally a l t e r e d , 
and minimize the effe cts of s ubse quent l ow temperature we ath-
ering. In the ma j o r e l e ment studies of these basalts, the y 
observed that Si wa s ge neral l y l eached from t h e basalt, al-
t houg h a considerabl e amount might be r e precipitated in the 
form of other minera l s. Ca was obs e rved to be release d on 
approx imate ly a 1:1 mo l ar basis with the uptake of Mg. Na 
and K trends we r e f ound t o be var i ab l e. Major e l e me nt f l uxe s 
were no rma l ized t o constant Al, and rims compare d to c ores, 
since li ttle cha n ge i n Al concentration was obse rve d, a nd 
that was attributed t o c hanges in othe r e l ements. The a uth-
ors remark tha t norma li zation to Ti give s e sse ntially the 
same resu l t s , a l t hough that e l e me nt shows e vide nce of s light 
mobilization d urin g a l teration . Trace e l e me nt studie s o f 
these sample s ind i ca ted t h~B a nd Li are take n up, Be i s no t 
greatly affec t ed, and Mn i s mobi li ze d, althoug h wid e var i a -
bilitie s in con c e nt rat i ons existe d. Co , Cr, a nd Ni ge ne ra ll y 
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showed little change in this study, although variations in 
some cases suggested redeposition as sulfides. Cu and Zn 
generally showed the same results as the other trace metals. 
Prec i pitat i on of sulfides in veins was observed, but not on 
a very large scale. 
In a synthetic alteration study, Mottl and Holland 
(1978) reacted powdered fresh mid-oceanic ridge (MOR) b a s a lt 
with seawater and an artificial Na-K-Ca-Cl solution at ele va-
o 
ted temperatures (200-500 C) and pressures (500-1000 bars). 
Times of 2-20 months were use d to allow most e l e me nts to ap-
proach steady state concentrations in the solutions, r e sult-
ing in solutions similar to geothermal brine s. Ne t tra ns fer 
resulted in incorporation of Na into solid sodic fe ldspar 
and analcime. Sr r e sults we r e inconclusive . Si, Ca , K, Ba, 
Band co
2 
were leached into solution. Mg was tra ns fe r red 
into the solid, wi th this transfe r large ly ba l a nce d by tha t 
of Ca into solution. At low rock:wate r ratio s, two excha n ge s 
were found: Mg for Ca, and Na fo r Ca . The conditions use d 
in this study are similar to those of Mottl e t a l. (1974), in 
which Fe was r e ported to b e l e ache d into the solutio n. This 
is inconsistent with othe r worke rs f indings in ac tua l s amples 
of increased total iron (and increased Fe(III)) in the solid 
phase (i.e. Bonatti, 1965; Bohlke , 1978), a nd indica t es t hat 
the redox conditions, at l e a s t, are no t those under whi c h 
the alteration at low t e mperature s is t a king pl ace. 
R. A. Ha rt (197 3 ) suggested t h a t t he pr inc ipal a l t e ra -
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tion products of basalts resulting from the action of s e a-
water are K-rich smectite, chlorite (during me t a morphism), 
and albite-actinolite (formed during gree nschist metamorphism) 
The format i on of the K-rich smectite has also been reporte d 
by Melson and Thompson (1972), as well as the e ff e cts of this 
change in adding Kand H20 whil e releasing Ca, Si, Na a nd Mn . 
They disagree, howeve r, on the disposition of Mg. The forma -
tion of a K-rich smectite has also been r e porte d by Se y f ri e d 
et al. (1978), as a consequence of oxidative alte r a tion, a n d 
by Honnorez (1978). 
various elemental ratios have been us e d t o act as in-
dicators of the exte nt of altera tion. K/Rb a nd K/ Cs ra tios 
have been used, and were found by S.R. Hart (1969) to de -
crease during alteration of crystalline b a salts, whe ther 
from low-grade metamorphism o r excha nge with seawate r . The 
decreases in the ratios occurre d in spite of a two - fo ld in-
crease in K content, because Rb showe d a f i ve- f o l d , a n d c s 
a twe nty-fold e nrichment. 
The alteration of ridge thol e iite s may l ead to a l ter -
ed abyssal hill basalts with v a lues of typica l oceani c alk a l i 
basalts, as a r e sult of s e awa ter inte r ac tion . He kinia n (1971) 
studie d the s e type s of r o c ks from t he Eas t Pac i f i c Rise a nd 
the Chilean Rise , and found tha t t his could l ead t o errone -
ous rock type ide nti f i c ations. He fo und tha t fragme nts of 
pillow lava s showe d t h ree co ncentr i c zones - a lig h t gre y 
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core, a dark grey outer margin and an outermost reddish-
brown margin. S.R. Hart (1969 ) reported simi lar zones. The 
light grey inner cores consist of holocrystalline rock. The 
dark grey zone is a margin with a variolitic texture . The 
reddish brown margin is described as highly altere d. a nd con-
taining limonitic a ggregates. Hekinian described this limo-
nite as being abundant in the oute r margins groundmass, and 
in veinlets and cracks. These rocks were analyzed to provide 
a differentiation between the core and the two oute r margins, 
by cutting the sections before grinding. Ti was not found 
to show a detectable variation, nor did Si, Al, Ca and Na 
show a pattern of variation. Incre ase d Kand dec reas e d Mg 
were found in the basin samples as opposed to those fr om the 
ridge provinces. It should be note d here that whe n bulk 
samples are analyzed, local mobiliz a tion and r e de po s itio n 
cannot be identified, and may be the case he re fo r those e l e -
ments for which no changes we re found. In microcrysta lline 
samples, even microprobe analyse s may not be able t o re li a b-
ly analyze mate rial in the very small interstices - especial-
ly if they are filled with hydrous clay mine r a ls . He kinia n 
cites a characteristic of the s e a ltered basalts that ind i-
cates that they were altered by s e awa t er we athering ra ther 
than by low-grade me tamorphism or de uteric a lte r a tio n; that 
is that the unaltered phe noc r ysts o f plag iocl a s e a nd fres h 
, 
micro - phenocrysts would have been a l tered alo ng with t he 
groundmass if deute ric or me t amorphic p rocesses were invo l ved. 
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Frey et al. (1974) found that DSDP cores from Le gs 
2 and 3 consisted mainly of partly altere d basalt, with some 
palagonite-free (unaltered) glass present. They observed 
that low temperature alteration of oceanic ridge basalts 
caused increases in B, Li, K, Rb, Cs, U, Fe(III)/Fe(II) and 
The alteration of glass to palagonite was found to re-
sult in larger changes than the alteration of crystalline 
materials. The altered glass showed greater loss of Na, ca, 
Mg, Mn and Si and greater enrichment of K, H20, total Fe and 
Fe (III). Trace elements also showe d greater change s in the 
glass, although they are in the same direction; Pb, cu, Ba , 
Sr, B, Li and Rb are reported to be enriched in the alte r e d 
material, and Cr, Ni and V to be depleted. Co, Y, Zr, Hf 
and Sc showed little change. Thus they found that although 
the process of alteration results in greate r change s in the 
glasses than in the crystalline basalts, the dire ction of 
change was the same in either case. The greater sever ity 
in the glass alteration 
is not unexpe cte d, since the g l a ss 
is the less stable 
phase (Marshall, 1961). 
Hart et al. (1974) 
furthe r e xamine d pre viously s tud-
ied samples (S. R. 
Hart, 196 9) for the e ff e cts o f al terat i o n. 
Zn, Cr, co, y and Nb 
were found to exhibit no cha nge s o utside 
experimental error. 
Si, Al and Ca were found to be l os t, 
and Fe(III), total Fe, Mn and K were f ound to increa s e. 
Other elements such as Mg, Na, P, Ba , Ni and Cu exhibite d in-
consistent changes. 
In thi s study , e ve n initia l a l terat i o n 
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was found to produce possible marked heterogeneity, and that 
extreme alteration might again ' homogenize' the rock. 
Lawrence e t al. (1975) reported on their studies of 
oxygen isotopes and major cation composition of pore water 
in DSDP cores, and discussed t he implications of their results 
on theories of alteration. Their work showed decreases in 
18o;16o with depth, as well as decreases of Kand Mg, and 
increases in Ca in the pore waters. This indication of re-
18 moval of o, Kand Mg from seawater, and addition of ca 
constitutes evidence that the reaction of the basalts wi t h 
seawater does indeed affect the concentrations of e l eme nts in 
seawater by reaction with many meters of basalt required to 
account for the observed 
18
0 depletion. This contradicts 
other work (Mue hle nbachs a nd Clayton, 1972) suggesting that 
much less basalt is involved, and the r efore could not include 
sufficient material to affect oceanic mass balances , although 
local reprecipitation reactions could serve to aid in the 
silicate buffering of the oceans . 
Many of the studies reviewed here have bee n concerned 
with crystalline basalts, rather than basaltic g l asses. The 
trend with alteration appears to be largely the same, 
(Bonatti, 1965; Moore, 1966; Frey et a l., 1974) although the 
a lteration of the glass is more severe. The minerals 
found associated with altered glasses, such as smectite , 
phillipsite and calcite, are a like l y r e pository for some 
quantity of the released specie s. Many of t he previous 
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studies disagree on the effects of alteration on the trace 
me tals, even whe n t hey largely agree on major e l e menta l 
changes (i .e . R.A . Hart, 1973; Thompson, 1973) . This may 
b e a function of d i fferent conditions for alteration, a 
factor t hat could vary fr om site to s ite in matter s of d u ra -
tion of higher t emperature exposure and original phase and 
composition o f the basc1lt , 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The analysis of intact samples of fresh and altered 
glasses requi res the ability to examine small (50-250 um) 
areas on a prepared section of a sample. The analysis of 
smaller areas allows for improved exclusion of undesired 
phases and the analysis of a solid section does not require 
cutting of the sample to remove the unwanted phases prior to 
grinding. The electron microprobe is the ideal tool for the 
analysis of major elements in small areas, but is hampered 
in the analysis of trace metals (50 - 100 ppm) by dehydration 
and destruction of the sample due to electron beam loading 
at the high excitation voltages and long counting times neces-
sary. For major elements, at low specimen currents and with 
a defocussed beam, satisfactory results may be obtained with 
minimal sample destruction (Scott, 1971). 
The secondary (x-ray) excitation used in the x-ray 
milliprobe does not result in sample destruction and dehydra-
tion as does the primary (electron) excitation used in the 
electron microprobe. Longer counting times can then be used 
to improve counting statistics and detection limits, while 
permitting the analysis of small (100-200 µm) areas for 
selected trace elements. 
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Sample Preparation 
The sample sections obtained were chosen and cut with 
a small diamond saw to exhibit a face with materials in vary-
ing stages of alteration, such as fresh glass, altered glass, 
calcite or zeolite cement, and calcite or phillipsite veins. 
The sample was then mounted in al" OD bakelite ring with 
epoxy, and allowed to cure overnight. The surface was polish-
ed with sic paper down to 600 mesh, and then down to .25 um 
diamond paste, as is the usual procedure for electron micro-
probe (EMP) samples. In some cases the polishing procedure 
may have destroyed a feature of interest - eithe r by plucking 
or polishing it away. Another section was prepared if pos-
sible with the same feature. This points up one difficulty 
in working with polished sections as opposed to thin s ec tions 
_ the chance that the phase under analysis is not sufficiently 
thick for x-ray analysis to be confined to the one phase. 
The solid section technique was chosen after the anal-
sis of thin sections was attempted. The analysis of thin 
sections is possible by EMP, but attempts at x-ray milliprobe 
(XMP ) analysis revealed that the depth of penetration (criti-
cal thickness) exceeded the thickness of the sections, thus 
yielding low results with solid standards. XMP a nalysis 
would therefore have required standards also prepared as 
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thin sections, thus making the thicknesses of the standards 
and samples a critical parameter. 
In order to provide an initial position marker for the 
XMP analyses, two strips of adhesive backed Cu foil were 
applied to the surface of the sample, at right angles to 
each other, bracketing the areas of interest. 
be described later. 
Their use will 
Figures 2 and 3 show two of the samples with different 
areas of interest ide ntified. Fresh g lass appears dark in 
solid section, with altered g lass various shades of golden 
brown and darker brown. Varioles are areas of crystallization 
in the glass, and may remain when a ll the amorphous glass 
around them has been severly altered, since the glass is less 
stable than the crystalline phases. Some crystalline areas 
display remnant outlines of varioles defining the crystalliza-
tion zones having grown from a single nucleation site. The 
microcrystalline basalts are generally very closely inter-
grown plagioclase l aths. Phillipsite can generally be recog-
nized in vein fillings by its fibro-radial h abit, often with 
the remainder of the vein f illed with a c l ear , glassy looking 
mater ial, which shows very hi gh Ca from microprobe analyses 
- presuma bly calcite, 
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Figure 2. Sample 6-1-1 (4-7) B 
Figure 3. Sample 7-2-9 (97 - 102) 
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SAM PLE 5-1-1 (4-7) B 
1) CLEAR GLASS (FR ESH) 
3) ALTERED GLAss- ' PALA GONITE
1 
4) VAR IOLITI C ARE A 
2) GLASS AND VAR IOLES Lo ng d imc 11s i o n Q. 5 c m 
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SAMPLE 7-2-9 (97-102) A 
1) FOIL STR IP S 
2) PH ILLIP SITE FILLED CRACK 
3) CRY STALLINE ROCK 
Q) OLIV IN E IN CLU SION 
Long d ime n s i o n O. V cm 
Electron Microprobe Anal ysis 
The electron mi croprobe (EMP) uses an electron beam 
to excite x-radiation from a smail sample vo lume. Unlike 
x-rays , e lec trons can be focussed to a small spot using 
e lectromagnetic fi e lds . However, in this us e of primary 
exc itation (electron bombardment) an x-ray continuum is pro-
duced, that is not produced by x - ray bombardment, as in the 
x-ray milliprobe. The continuum contributes to a higher 
background, making trace analysis less effic i ent. The EMP 
however , is extremely useful for major element analysis, in 
the ability to a nalyze a very small spot. The electron beam 
_ sample interac tion may be severe, and the effects must be 
accounted for . In computerized systems, the corrections are 
usua lly incorporat ed into the control system. 
In the present study, a Cambridge Microscan v Electron 
Microprobe with two crystal spectrometers was us ed for major 
e l e ment analyses. A peculiar characteristic of this particu-
lar instrume nt is the hi gh take -off angle (ang l e of the 
e l ectron beam to t he x-ray paths to the spectrometers ) of 
75°. This minimizes the path l ength of x-rays in the sample 
to reduce interact i on of secondary x-rays with the sampl e , 
a nd minimizing the effects of differences in the carbon coat-
ings of the standards and sampl e s. Operating and counting 
3 4 
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conditions u sed are shown in Table 1. The computerized 
control p r o gram used in t his syste m incorporates ZAF correc-
tions wh ich a re appli ed a utomatically to the analyse s. The 
correct i on p rocedure was written in BASIC by Finger (1973), 
based on MAGI C I V by Colb1 (1971). 
A fra gment of the {akanui horneblende was used as the 
EMP calibratio n sta ndard. Table 2 shows the majo r e l e ment 
composition, a l o n g wi t h c ~lculated dete ction limits using 
the formula: 
dete ction l imi t 2 (J = 
1/2 
2 r 2 ( 1 b '\ 
m Tb ) 
m = counts/sec/concentration unit 
lb = b ack ground count rate 
Tb = c o un ting time 
(Je nkins a nd de Vries , 1978) 
The Kak a nui was analyze d as an unknown pe riod i ca lly 
during a d ays ' operation, and the f ac tor nece ssary to re turn 
to the tota l analysi s percentag e was us e d as a multiplie r t o 
correct the unknown ana l yses. This fac tor usua lly ranged 
b e tween .99 a nd 1.10. Mn analyse s by EMP we r e o f lower qu a l-
ity than the other elements de t e rmine d. This was d u e to t h e 
us e of a s econd order peak, c hos e n t o u t ili ze the a u tomat i o n 
capacity fu l l y , which a llows fo r t he use o f o nly t wo crys t a l s 
in the anal ys i s sequence. Note tha t the c a lcul a t e d de t ect i o n 
limit is ge nerally hi gher than the sample l e v e ls. 
The same samplr,s vere u sed for EMP a nd XMP a n a l ysis. 
Each sampl e was examined under a binoc ul ar mi croscope us i ng 
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Table L 
Electron mi croprobe ope r atin~ and counting conditions 
Filame nt: 20 kV, app rox . 10 0 uA 
Specimen current: 
Spot size: approx. 
.02-.0 3 ,uA 
7 5 J._lffi 
Counting time : 1 0 sec. per peak or background me asur e me nt 
Element Crystal Order Kcx (
0 28) 
Si RAP l 31.66 
Al RAP l 3 7.23 
Fe PET 2 52.52 
Mn PE T 2 57.42 
Mg RAP l 44.50 
Ca PET l 45.13 
Na RAP l 54.2 5 
K PET l 50.6 3 
Ti PET l 36. 6 2 
PET 2d == 8 . 7500 ~ R/\1' 2d == 26.130 
Gas flow pro portio n a l counter v~l t age s 
f o r e l eme n ts by PJ ·'.T: 1160 v 
f or e l eme nts by Rl\P: 124 O v 
1-\ 
Backgrounds take n at +2°28 fo1 ~1 1 e l e me nts but Na a nd K, 
t a k en at +1 ° 20 
K~ value s f rom i n s t rument opc1~Li ng ma nua ls. Note that 
the s e are reference v c1 l 11 c_,1-; , with peak s l o c a t e d 
by computer control l e el sL ,mdard i zation program 
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Tabl e 2 
Analysis of Kakanui horne ble nde and EMP de tection limits 
estimate d analytical d e t e ction 
Si02 





























*Analysis from Jarose wich (197 2) 




. 0 8 
. 0 2 
. 16 
. 01 
. 0 2 
.34 
** Determine d f or ope r a ting co nd itio n s (Ta b le 1) u sed i n 
t hi s stu dy . 
*** 
***Base d on average s of repe ti t i o n s o n Ka k a nui horne ble n de. 
Total Fe as FeO. 
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oblique lighting to show the various colors in solid section , 
and a petrographic microscope in the refl ecting mode . before 
being loaded into the EMP. In solid section samples, some 
feature~ such as varioles , are washed out in a reflected 
light system as is pres e nt in the EMP. Sites for ana l yses 
were selected using a sample site se l ection grid, alth ough 
final choices were made using the optical system of the EMP. 
The data from these analyses is t a bulated in Appendix A. 
No evide nce was found of Na loss during the time re-
quired for total analysis of a single spot at the counting 
conditions used, although such losses were reported by Scott 
(1971) for glass shards from i gnimbrite cooling units. Scott 
used one -tenth the sampl e c urre nt, and one -te nth t he spot 
size at 15 KV. Either the los s occurs in l ess than the ini-
tial two s econds of beam expos ure in this study , or the large 
spot size and solid sample size assist in t h e dissipation 
of the heat generated by electron beam interaction. Scott 
did not indicate the water con tent of hi s sampl es or t he over-
al l sample size. 
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X-ray Milliprobe Analysis 
The x-ray milliprobe (XMP) is a curved crystal x -ray 
fluorescence spectrometer with collimation of the d secon ary 
x-ray beam (Rose et al., 1969) (Figure 4). It is possible 
to collimate the primary beam at the x-ray tube window, to 
strike a small spot on the sample . However, this requires 
drilled lead plugs as the limiting aperture, and there is 
divergence of the beam before it strikes the sample. Second-
ary collimation allows selection of a small spot on the 
sample, and the lower overall energy of the beam allows the 
use of other aperture materials. This also helps to elimi -
nate scatter from other parts of the instrument housing. 
A conventional x-ray fluorescence (XRF) tube is used 
to irradiate the entire surface of the sample. An a luminum 
tube acts as the collimator between the sample and the ana-
lyzing crystal. For this study, a Pt SEM aperture (100 or 
200 pm) was cemented onto the end of the relatively large 
(1500 pm) tube to act as the limiting aperture. Apertures 
ranging in size from 50 to 1500 pm were evaluated. The 100 
and 200 pm apertures were selected as the most su i table for 
this work, given the areas of the fresh and altered glasses 
to be analyzed, and the 200 second counting time . Apertures 
smaller than 100 pm l ead to unacceptable degradation of the 
detection limits at that counting time. 
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F i gure 4. Secondary x-ray beam collimation 




SECONDARY BEAM COLLIMATION 
~2 
The Heinric h sampl e drawer with micrometer drive s 
for sample positioning was use d as the sampl e holder (Figure 
5). The sample i s h e ld in pl ace with a spring clip against 
the face plate of the ho l der . The us e of the mi crome t er 
drives in sampl e positioning will b e described l ate r. 
The entire x - ray path from the sample chamber to t h e 
detector was continua l ly flus hed with He gas to remove a i r 
and improve int e nsit ies. A t wo-detec to r syste m was used , 
consist ing of a two-wi ndow f low proportional counter with a 
NaI scintillation detector in series after the flow counte r 
(against t h e s econd window ) . Cr data was col l ected with 
only the flow c ounter , as the lower eff i c i e ncy of the scinti-
llation counter in t hat regior resulted in i ts contributing 
little to the ne t peak. Operating conditio ns are s hown i n 
Tab l e 3. 
Standards for x - r ay flcorescence should ideally b e a s 
similar as possible to the sarrp l e s to be analyz e d. Howe ve r , 
g l ass trace e l e me nt standards with 8-15 % FeO are not readily 
ava ilable. In o r der to h ave gl ass standard s with approx i-
mately thi s Fe c ontent ra nge, standards were prepare d from 
ana l yzed basalt s prov i ded by Dr. E. Jar osewich of the Smith-
sonian Institut i o n, and fro m USGS sta ndard BCR-1, using a 
technique us e d for pre paration o f EMP sample s (Smellie , 1972; 
Nichols, 1974). The use of other USGS standards was a tte mpt-
ed , but good fu s i ons could not be p r oduce d. The powder d 
basalt was placed in a tu11gsL c , boat a nd f used a t 50 a mp s 
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Figure 5. He inr ich sample drawer 
Oriented as seen by analyzer crystal 
SAMPLE DRAWER 
1) MICROMETER DRIVES 
3) SEM APERTURE ON COLLIMATOR 
2) SAMP LE IN PO SITI ON 
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Table 3 
X- ray milliprobe operating and counting conditions 
X-ray tube: Pt target at 50 kV and 60 mA 
Crystal: LiF 2d = 4.0267 R 
Radius of curvature= 14" 
Detectors: Flow proportional counter with P-10 gas 
1500 V 
in series with 
NaI scintillation detector 
950 V 
Voltages chosen to give approx. 3 V peaks 
Analyzer windows: EL= 1.0 V E = 5.0 V u 
Counting time: 200 sec. 
per peak or background measureme nt 
Ka reference (
0 28)* Ka used (
0 28) Background 
Zn 41. 80 








62 . 60 64.60 
Cr 69.35 
69.12 68.12 





in an argon atmosphere until inspection showed compl ete fusion 
and disappearance of bubbles (ap~rox. 10 seconds). The fused 
material was then removed from the boat, mounted in epoxy , 
and polished as were the samples. The homoge neity of the 
prepared standards was checked by e l ectron microprobe for Ti, 
Mn and Fe. For these elements, point to point variation was 
l es s than the calculated analytical error for Ti and Mn, and 
about twice that for Fe. In determinations on the elements 
analyzed by milliprobe, the differences betwee n standard con-
centrations recalculated from the calculated analytical curves 
were about 5% for Zn, 5 % for FeO, 2% for Cu, 15 % for Ni, 
6 % for Cr, and 0% for MnO to two decimal place s. 
of the basalts used are shown in Table 4. 
Compositions 
The standards were counted seque ntially for the e l e m-
ents Zn, Cu, Ni, Fe , Mn a nd Cr , taking intensity meas ure me nts 
at the K = peak locations, and at background locat i ons approx-
imate ly 2°26 higher , except for Cr. For Cr, background meas -
0 
urements were taken at l 26 lower, to avoid the cutoff impos ed 
by the limits of the curved crysta l . Angles us e d a n d refer -
ence values for the K e><. peak locations are s h own in Tab l e 3. 
The angles used were determined by slow scans of the e l e me ntal 
peaks on standards of highe r concentration, a nd rechecking 
with a large (1500 pm) collimator on the standards b e ing used. 
Two spots on each standard were measured during each 
analysis sequence . The 200 second analysis time was the 
longest commensurate with counting 4 standards a nd 5-7 spots 
Table 4 
Composition of x-ray milliprobe standards 
USMNH USMNH USMNH USMNH USGS 
11 31 54 - D557 11 3155-D6 1 3 11 315 5- D6 1 4 11 31 57 - D823 BCR-1 --
% Si o 2 49 . 51 51 . 03 50 . 35 49.9 3 54 . 48 
Al 2o 3 1 6 . 26 1 3 . 28 1 4 . 36 1 4 . 8 0 13 . 65 
FeO 8 . 99 1 4 . 06 1 2.20 11. 5 9 12 . 15 
'.'-lgO 9.01 5.02 6.86 7.53 3.28 
c a o 12.30 9.37 1 0.95 11.17 6.95 
Na 20 2. 20 2. 4 8 2.35 2.22 3.31 
.i:,. 
-.J 
K20 .1 4 .44 .19 .20 1. 68 
+ .2 7 . 86 H20 .73 .48 . 77 
H20 .07 .20 .12 .07 .82 
Ti 0 2 1. 1 1 2.34 1. 61 1. 66 2.23 
P 20 5 . 04 .17 .06 .04 .36 
MnO .16 . 24 .22 .22 .17 
ppm Zn 75 135 105 110 132 
Cu 85 61 6 7 7 4 22 
Ni 1 60 35 55 100 15 
Cr 440 80 17 0 275 16 
(cont. ) 
Table 4 (cont.) 
:'-lajor e lement analyses of U.S . :Viuseum of "'.'-latu r al Hi storv (USI'llNl--!) 
samples from Jarosewich (1977) 
'-::'rac0 element analyses of USI'-l;\iH samples from Byerly ( 1971) 
~nai~sis of L.S . Geolog ical Survey (CSGS) BCR-1 fro~ Flanagan (1969) 




per sample in a sing l e day. To perform 12 counts per spot, 
(peak and background for each of 6 elements) for 2 spots on 
each standard, and 6 spot s per sampl e required 11- 12 hours. 
Initial determination s ccunting one spot on each standard be-
for the sample analysis and one after, showed no improvement 
or degradation of t h e quality of the data, but incre as e d to-
tal analysis time , due tc increased sample handling a nd more 
He flushing time . S im ilar l y, only one background count was 
taken, in order to h alve the time required for background 
counting. Calculated detect i on limits using the same formula 
as for the EMP are shown in Table 5 for the two aperture 
sizes used. Thi s tabl e also shows approximate intensity 
ranges observe d for eac h e l e ment and background. 
To select l ocations for analysis on the samples, each 
sample was loaded i nto the Heinrich sample drawer, whi ch is 
e quipped with x- y motion controlling micrometer drives. The 
sample drawer was then placed on the stage of a binocular 
stereomicroscope ( 30-4 5x magni f i cation). The position of the 
sample in the d rawer was adjusted until one of the foil strips 
on its surfac e wa s paral le l to the direction of trave l of the 
upper micrometer dri ve (parallel to the axis of the micro-
meter drive handles ), as s een by the line of trave l of the 
eyepiece crosshair. This eliminated diff i c ulties with the 
strips possibl y not bcin c1 exactly perpendi cu l ar to e ac h othe r. 
The Cu foil ' corner' locat ion was then r ead and re -
corded, by bring i ng the crosshair to a pproximate ly one 
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Table 5 




















550 - 650 
550 - 650 
400 - 600 
14 0 0 0 - 2 20 0 0 
600 - 800 
350-500 
,-.,300 























* First figure is pe ak inten s ity range , s e cond is 
background intensity ran~e . 
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aperture diameter from each foil strip in the 'corne r' . 
Analysis sites were then chosen by driving the sampl e to 
bring a site under the crosshairs and recording the microme t er 
readings. simple distance measurements on the surface of the 
sample would not be suitable, because the microme ter control-
ling travel parallel to the micrometer handles doe s not exert 
its force along the angled face plate of the sample drawer, 
but parallel to the handles. Analysis sites were chose n to 
provide 2-3 diameters surrounding of the same ma te ria l to 
allow for positional error. The sample drawe r was the n lo a d -
ed into the spectrometer and the Cu 'corne r ' loca ted by the 
fall -of f of cu radiation as observe d on the rate me t e r. The 
relative x and y positions recorde d using the mic r o s c o p e we r e 
then applied to the 'corner' position d e t ermine d b y the Cu 
radiation fall-off. The analysis was the n performed o n 
each spot as for the standards. 
Redeterminations were made of the 'corne r' po s ition 
after the analysis was comple t e d on a number of run s . Of 
ten such determination, the ave rage r e pe tition e rror wa s 
_
14 
mm (s.d.~.12) in the dire ction o f motion para lle l t o the 
micrometer handle s, and .05 mm (s.d. = .05) in the perpe nd i c u -
lar direction. Although the a c tual s po t s i ze h as not bee n 
determined, a calculation o f the e l o ngation a l o ng the slope 
of the sample drawe r may be made . Wi t h t he co llimator or i e n t-
ed paralle l to the bottom o f the s a mple drawer , a n d t h e a ng l e 
of the sample slope t a ke n a s 45° , the ma j or ax i s of the 
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resulting ellipse for the 100 µm aperture is (100 p m/sin 45 ° 
= 100/.71 = ) 140 µm, and 282 µm for t h e 200 um aperture. 
Measurements of the distance be tween lines on a section of 
graph paper, made u s i n g th2 microscop e and eyep i ece crosshair 
with the paper mounted as a sample, indicate the actual angle 
to be close to 41°, thus making the e llipse dimensions 151 pm, 
and 303 pm. Thus the al lowance of 2-3 aperture diameters 
clearance on each s i de of the chosen a nalys is site s hould be 
sufficient to a llow for pos itional error a nd the e l o ngation 
of the spot. The requ i r e ment of 2-3 aperture d i a me t e rs area 
of the same materi al grea t ly restricts the choice of ana lysis 
sites, however. This i s 200- 300 pm in each dire ction for the 
100 pm aperture, and twice that for the 200 µm ape rture . 
Fresh glass fragments may be that l arge, but the cho i c e of 
altered g lass areas is nar rowed cons i derably, since the alte r-
ation crusts are not a s of ten of t hat size . 
Data reduction was accompli shed using t he XRF-4 com-
puter program (Marr, 1976 a ; Marr, 1 9 76b). Thi s pro gram con-
sists of a numbe r o f c orrections routines that may b e called 
after a single l oading of peak , background and concentra tion 
data. The prog r am p ac kage allows for various options s uc h 
as e liminating a p ar t icu lar standard f rom t h e r e gre s s i o n, 
subtracting back ground s , or s e l e ction of one of t h e c o r r ec-
tions procedur e s. The program wa s modifi e d in t he input a nd 
output stateme nts onl y , to make it e asier to e nter the data , 
a n d to make it compat i ble with the vers ion o f BAS I C in use 
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on the Unive rsity of Mary l and Computer Sc i e nce Center UNIVAC 
1108 computer that wa s used . 
S ince the FeO content of the standards ranged from 
8- 14%, and that of the sampl e s was estimated to cover approx-
imate l y the same range, t h e c orrections available in t h e XRF-4 
program were uti l i zed in an a ttempt to evaluate the effect of 
the varying Fe conce ntrations , and to deve l op a correction 
factor. However , t he us e of (RF-4 yie lded corrections for 
a n Fe e nha ncement for Zn, Cu and Ni from such procedures as 
a linear correction mo de l, and Rasberry-He inrich procedure 
- not a r easonable r esul t, co~sidering the l ocat i ons of the 
emission lines and absorption edges (Table 6). Since the 
data yielded acceptable calibrat i on lines and regression 
coeff icients using the XRF - 4' s uncorrected linear fit with 
backgrounds subtracted , and t he regression line pegge d at the 
origin, those calibra tions we re used . The program gives for 
each calculated curve a s i gma va l ue and an r value. Average 
sigma and r values are shown in Appendix C with the data 
tables, along with the required r values for 99 % and 99.9 % 
confidenc e limi ts. 
The values of the si~nas and r values may be manipula-
ted to some extent by e l iminating standards from the regres-
sion ca lculation using a provision of the program. This may 
be carried to extremes b y r epe atedly e liminating the standard 
f urthest from the line. A dev i at i on in a n individual meas-
urement could be cau sed by , 1 fa ulty count (caused by line 
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Table 6 
Emission lines and absorption edges for XMP analyses 
Emission line ( 2) Absorption edge (2) 
Zn 1. 437 
1. 283 
Cu 1. 542 
1. 380 
Ni 1. 659 
1. 488 








fluctuation or an error in goniometer position) or by s yste-
matic deviation of the concentration. Howe ve r, this e limina -
tion was used only where a point was obviously out of line . 
In most cases no standards we re e liminate d from the re gr e ss-
ion calculation, with no more than two points eliminate d in 
any single calculation. 
Data for Cr determinations are pre s e nte d in the t a ble s 
only for those analysis runs made with the 200 µm ape rture . 
The lower excitation efficiency of Pt for Cr, a nd the cons e -
quent lower intens i ties did not pe rmit the calc ulat ion of 
satisfactory calibration curves for d e terminations ma d e with 
the 100 µm aperture , where lowe r overall inte nsities were 
observed. 
- -
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Major Elements (Microprobe Analyse s) 
The results of microprobe analyses are summarized in 
Appendix A, with the organization of those tables e xplaine d 
in the Appendi x. Appendi x B contains calculations o f the 
% change of the oxides, between fresh glass - altered gl a s s 
pairs, based on analyses normalized to 100%, thus b e ing a 
'volatile free' weight basis. This would b e similar t o micro -
probe analyses on fused materials. 'Othe rs' i s the t e rm 
used for the difference between the total microprobe a n a l y si s 
and 100 %, constituting H2o, co2 and any othe r v a r iable suc h 
as pore space, i.e. density dif fe r e nc e b e tween sta n dard s a nd 
samples. 
Microprobe analyses may also vary from 100 % due to 
destruction of the sample during analysis . In the case o f 
non-silicates however, such as calcite , the tota l a n a l ys i s 
will not sum to 100 %, but will show pre domina ntly cao . De-
struction of the sample during anal ysi s may result in a tota l 
of less than 100 %, and may be a p r oble m with hydro u s materi a l s. 
Thus 'others' is greater for the a l tered g l asse s tha n for t h e 
fresh glasses. In the a n a l y si s of t he phillips i tes h o wever ' 
a lthough destruction o f the s a mpl e was v i s ible , ma n y of t h e 
analyse s n e v e rthle ss s um t o over 90 %. I t i s possible i n 
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these cases that the initial dehydration is so rapid that a 
'fused' sample is then analyzed , resulting in hi gh analysis 
totals. 
Table 7 shows the resul ts of least squares fits to the 
43 data points in Appendix B, for each major oxide vs. % Fe O. 
Table 8 shows further reduced ave rages for fresh and alte r e d 
g l asses from each core section. Two value s are included f or 
one core where the results for different fragme nts diffe r e d 
considerably. These data are plotted a s f r e sh and a lte red 
pairs in Figures 6 to 12. The slopes of the equations in 
Table 7 constitute the average slope of the points plotte d 
in these figures. 
Fe' Ti and Al are reporte d to b e passive ly a l ccumu ate d, 
or immobile, during the o x idative a lte r a tion of the crysta l-
line samples from these cores (Bohlke, 1978; Ho nnorez e t a ~ . , 
1978). Their apparent increases in alte r e d mate ria ls a re 
thus the result of the removal of othe r spe cies . Humphr i s 
and Thompson (1 978a ) also report Al to be immobil e . However , 
in the a lteration of glasse s whe r e phillipsite f o r ma tion i s 
observed, mobilization of Al do e s o ccur (Honnorez , 1978), a nd 
it cannot be regarded a s immobile . Ti and Fe may t he n b e 
considered as immobile dur ing alteration, since they rema in 
while other e l e me nts are r e move d or a dde d (Bohlke , 197 8 ; 
Honnore z, l978; Honno r e z e t al., 1978; Humphr i s a nd Thomp son, 
1978
a). Fe has been us e d he r e f or consi stenc y, because it 
was also dete rmine d with the trace e l e me n ts. 
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Tabl e 7 




2 = 5 0.48 . 11 % FeO .30 l. 90 
g. 
0 Al 2o 3 = 16.54 + . 0 3 % FeO . 10 l. 98 
% MgO = 12.12 .36 % FeO .75 l. 72 
% Cao = 20.22 . 97 % FeO .94 l. 79 
% Na 2o = 4.09 . 09 % FeO .51 .78 
% K20 = 3. 10 + .35 % FeO .96 .55 
% Ti02 = .08 + .13 % FeO .95 .22 
43 points used 
Table 8 
Ave rage normali ze d f r e sh and a lte r ed g lass a naly ses 1 I 
4- 1 - 4 4- 2- 3 5- 2-1 5- 2- 4 -
FG AG FG AG FG AG FG AG - -
Si0 2 
49.76 50 .5 1 49 . 9 7 51. 02 49.31 48. 11 5 0 .35 48.8 0 
Al 2o 3 17.61 17.68 
1 6. 1 6 1 6.97 1 5.40 20.82 16.49 20 .01 
Fe O 7.10 1 8.29 9.58 18.26 9.27 1 9 . 38 9 . 74 1 7. 0 8 
MgO 9.72 4 .58 5.70 3.55 8.73 3.24 8.47 3.65 U1 
Cao 9 . 8 7 .39 11. 59 .75 12.85 
\.0 
.76 11. 89 2.49 
Na 2o 4 . 72 2. 91 2.90 2 . 81 3.0 4 1. 4 7 3 . 08 2.18 
K20 .10 3.59 .10 4.19 .12 3.59 . 1 1 3.49 
Ti 0 2 1. 01 2.03 1. 26 2.31 1. 35 2.57 1. 26 2.32 
Total 99.89 100.02 100.15 99.86 100.04 99.9 1 1 01.39 1 00.0 1 
Tabl e 8 (cont .) 
6 - 1 - 1 A 6 - 1 - 1 B 6-1-1 2 23-1- 9 24 -1-1 2 
FG AG FG AG FG AG FG AG FG AG - - - -
Si 0 2 51. 87 48.87 
46 . 92 45.99 48 . 64 46.60 49. 51 46 . 91 47 . 0 0 48.2 1 
Al 2o 3 
15 . 99 1 7.80 16.79 1 6.54 16.23 1 7.80 1 7.07 15 .58 1 6 . 78 1 3.42 
FeO 9 . 55 20.3 1 10.03 20.39 1 0.08 21. 03 9.34 1 6. 7 8 9.63 21 .66 
MgO 8 . 36 3 . 8 1 9 . 59 9.44 9.0 1 4. 1 5 8.12 9.74 8.82 5.43 O'I 
0 
Cao 10.16 .67 12.26 .68 11. 64 .49 11. 41 3. 6 8 1 3.0 1 .60 
Na 2o 2 . 7 6 2 .38 
2.82 1. 1 4 2.97 2.66 3.22 2. 7 9 3.37 2. 6 7 
K20 .1 0 3 .56 
.10 3.16 . 1 2 4.77 .1 8 1. 97 . 1 7 4 . 57 
Ti 0 2 
1. 2 4 2.66 1. 56 2.43 1. 26 2.78 1. 38 2.47 1. 42 3.32 
Total 1 0 0. 01 10 0 . 04 100.0 7 99.75 99 . 9 4 100.2 8 100.22 99. 9 3 1 00 . 20 99.90 
' I 
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Plots o f Normalized EMP FG - AG Pair Data 
Figure 6 % Si02 
vs. % FeO 
Figure 7 % Al 2o 3 
vs. % FeO 
Figure 8 9, 0 MgO vs. % FeO 
Figure 9 % cao vs. ri FeO ·o 
Figure 10 % Na 2o 
vs. % FeO 
Figure 11 % K
2
0 vs. % Fe O 
Figure 12 % Ti0 2 vs. % FeO 
Tie-lines labe lled only where similar s l opes 
for samples from the same co r e are a ppare n t ; 
and other cores differ. 
Data tabulated in Appe ndix B. 
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The inhomoge nei ty of the a ltered products is evide nt 
from the variations in the slopes of the e l ementa l plots. 
They indicate that the a lteration processes o perati ng on this 
scale are, not unexpectedly, non-uni form, res ul ti ng in a lter-
ed products of variable compos itions. Where slopes are very 
similar, this may indicate that the spec i es is e ither not 
greatly mobilized or is eas ily and uniformly mobilized d uring 
alteration. 
The plot of % sio2 vs % FeO (Fi gure 6) shows variable 
changes for Si, by the variations in s l ope , although samples 
from the same core show similar slopes. Some Si is retained 
in the altered glass, forming t he palagonite or smectite. 
Released Si must also be taken up in t he format i on of phil-
lipsite or other zeolites. With absolute losses on the order 
of 1-3 we ight %, this does not const itute t he major loss from 
the glass. Sio2 is also lost from a l tered crystalline samp l es 
(Bohlke, 1978; Honnorez et al. , 1978). 
Va rying changes in Al 2o3 also reflect the non-uni-
formity of the alteration processes (F i gure 7). Al is a l so 
retained in the alte red g l ass. Some Al woul d a l so be take n 
up in the formation of the ze olites. However , the ratio of 
Sio2 : Al 2o 3 in phillipsite of t he ideali zed form ul a of 
(K 2 , Na 2 ,ca) (Al 2s i 4 ) o12 · 4-5 H20 (Fle ischer , 1975) is 2.26:l. 
Thus over t wice as much absolute Sio2 as Al 2o 3 los s may be 
taken up in phillipsite. Aga in, the samples from the same 
core tend to have the same s lopes. Overall , there is a 
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positive slope, but this is ve ry small, and the line not 
well correlated (low r value). 
MgO shows a generally negative slope (Fi g ure 8, Table 7) 
indicating the release of Mg from the basalt, and that it is 
not retained in the altere d glass. Mg is not gre atly re t a ine d 
in either the calcite or zeolite c ements, and the r e for e would 
be released into solution. Depl e tions are on the o r der of 
5- 6 weight %. Mg appears to be readily mobiliz e d and r emove d, 
as major losses were observed in almost all s amples. 
Calcium is also readily removed, demonstra t e d by the 
uniformly negative and steep slopes (Figure 9, Tabl e 7). It 
is almost uniformly depleted to less than h a l f the origina l 
concentrations. Of all the major ox ides, it has an a verage 
slope closest to 1, and shows the gre ate st absolute we i ght % 
losses, implying that it's loss is most dire ctly re l a t ed to 
the decrease in density. Obvious sinks for Ca are the f o rma -
tion of calcite cements and ve in fillings. Phillipsi te i s 
not a major repository for Ca in the s e s ampl e s . Some ceme n ts 
tentatively identified as cal c ite c ontain t oo much s i o 2 t o 
be entirely calcite (i.e. in 6-1- 1 (4-7) B), a nd may be a 
Ca - rich zeolite such as cha ba zite , o r a n a dmi xt ure of ca l c i te 
and zeolite. 
The average slope f o r Na 2o i s s li ghtl y negative 
(Figure 10, Table 7). Abs o lute c ha nges are a pproximate ly 
1 %, but constitute l o ss of as muc h as ha l f the or i gi na l Na 2o . 
This is in cont r ast t o Bohlke ' s (1 978) resul ts for crysta l l ine 
-~·--
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sampl es from these cores, showing Na 2o to b e passive l y 
accumulated in crystalline samples,because it is a component 
of primary, unaltered i gneous minerals. In the structure of 
the glass, where Na is not bound in the same way into the 
structure, it is apparently more easily released . 
The least squares fit of K20 and FeO shows as hi gh an 
r value as does that for Ti0 2 (Figure 11, Tabl e 7). 
This 
might imply that K
2
0 is also passively accumulate d, but its 
increase to 3-4 times the original conte nt make s this unlike l y . 
The K contained in the authigenic phillipsite cannot be de riv-
ed from the glass, so both the altered glass a nd authigenic 
zeolites are concentrating K from s e awate r, in the c a s e of 
the g l ass proportionate w'i t h the loss of othe r spe cies. 
Titanium is strongly colinear with Fe (Fi gure 12 , 
Table 
7
) . If they are both residua l, and the r efore passive l y 
accumulated, this is to be expected. Ti is not concentrate d 
in either the calcite cements or authigenic ze olite s . Its 
immobility (as discussed earlier), similar to that of Fe , 
should make it also useful as a no r malizing f a ctor. 
Hay and Iijima (1968) reporte d that for the s ubae ria l 
alteration of volcanic tuffs, the de n s ity of the p a l agonite 
formed is up to 40 % less tha n that of the f re sh g l ass . In 
calculated % changes (Appe ndix B), at a 40 % de nsity r e d u c tio n , 
elements passive ly accumulate d should show a change of +67 %. 
However, the % change s obse r ve d f or FeO a nd Tio 2 are g e nera l ly 
on the orde r of 100 % or mo re , indicat ing a t l eas t a 50% re -
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duction in density. Ratios o f t he ox ide c ompo sitions to the 
FeO content are indicative of the n e t cha nge inde p e nde nt of 
density changes, and are shown in Table 9. Plots are not 
included here because the lines lie too close toge the r fo r 
clarity. The slope of the tie-line s if these were plotte d as 
were the oxide vs. FeO diagrams are also include d in Ta bl e 9. 
Si, Al, Mg, Ca and Na now uniformly de cre as e . Ti, as s hould 
be if it is immobile with r e spe ct to Fe , shows vi r tually no 
slope. K uniformly incre ase s . 
Honnorez (1978) found that a total rock che mi ca l a n a ly-
sis (including fresh glass, altered glass, and authi ge nic min-
erals) showed that Si, Al, Fe and Ti are r e t a ine d in the bulk 
rock, while Kand Na were e nriche d. He c onclude d t ha t these 
last two elements were extracted f r om s e awa t er whi c h initial-
ly had free access between the granules . The l oss of Si a nd 
Al then, from the altered glass, is not f ollowed by t ra n s por t 
out of the basalt column, but by reprec ipita tio n in t h e form 
of authigenic minerals. The Kand Na de pleted in the a l tered 
glass relative to the f r e sh g las s , i s a l s o re t a ined in t h e 
pile, along with additiona l qua ntities scaven ged from sea-
water. The r emoval mechani s m f or the ma j or p a rt of r i ver -
borne Mg from the oce ans has not been i denti f i ed (Ho ll a n d , 
1978). The additional Mg contr ibuted to the ocean s b y t he 
alteration o f c r ystalline and g l assy basa l ts (Bo hlke , 1 97 8 ; 
Honnore z, 1978) c ontr ibutes f ur ther to t he l oad of Mg , 
rather tha n con tr ibu t in g to its r e mova l . 
Table 9 
Major oxi de / FeO ratios 
4 - 1 - 4 4- 2- 3 5- 2- 1 
FG AG slope FG AG s lope FG AG s l ope -- - - -- -- -- --
Sio 2 7.01 2.76 - .38 5 . 22 2.79 - .28 5.32 2.48 -.28 
Al 2o 3 2.48 .97 -.13 1. 69 .93 -.09 1. 66 1. 07 -.06 
FeO l 1 1 1 1 l 
MgO 1. 37 .25 -.10 .59 .19 -.05 .94 .17 -.08 --..J 
Cao 1. 39 .02 - .12 1. 21 .04 - .13 1. 39 .04 -.13 
w 
Na 2o .66 .16 -.0 4 .30 .15 - .02 .33 .08 -.02 
K20 
. 01 .20 +.02 .01 .23 +.03 .01 .19 +.02 
Ti 0 2 . 14 .11 .00 .13 .13 .oo .15 .13 .00 
Ratios a s % ox i de /% FeO 
Slope as change i n oxi de species / c hange in % FeO = (AG- FG) / (Fe OAG-FeOFG) 
Ill 
Table 9 (cont.) 
5-2-4 6-1-1 A 6-1-1 B 
FG AG slope FG AG slope FG AG slope -- -- -- -- - - - -
Sio 2 5.17 2.86 -.31 5.43 2.41 -.28 4.68 2.26 -.23 
Al 2o3 1. 69 1.17 -.07 1. 67 .88 -.07 1. 67 .81 -.08 
FeO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MgO . 87 .21 -.09 .88 .19 -.06 .96 .46 -.05 
-..J 
Cao 1. 22 .15 -.15 1. 06 .03 -.10 1.22 .03 -.11 ""' 
Na 2o 
.32 .13 -.03 .29 .12 -.02 .28 .06 -.02 
K20 .0 1 .2 0 +.03 .01 .18 +.02 .01 .15 +.01 
Ti0 2 .13 .14 .00 .13 .13 .00 .16 .12 .00 
Table 9 (cont.) 
6-1-1 2 23-1- 9 24 -1- 12 
FG AG slope FG AG s l ope FG AG slope -- -- -- - - - - --
Sio
2 
4 . 83 2 . 22 - .24 5.30 2 . 80 - . 34 4 . 88 2 . 23 -. 22 
_;'.1,.l 203 l. 61 .85 - .07 l. 83 . 9 3 - . 12 1. 74 . 6 2 - .09 
FeO 1 l 1 l l l 
!'-1g0 . 89 . 20 - . 06 . 8 7 . 5 8 - . 04 .92 . 25 - . 06 
CctO l. 15 .02 - .lO l. LL • 22 · ...J -.13 1. 35 .03 -.11 Ul 
Na
2
o . 29 . 1 3 - . 01 . 34 .1 7 - .02 .35 .12 - .02 
K 0 2 . 01 . 2 3 +.02 .02 .12 +.01 .02 .21 +.02 
Ti o
2 .1 3 .1 3 . 0 0 .1 5 .15 .00 .15 .15 . 00 
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The problem in conside ring the change s occurring dur-
ing the a lteration of the g l ass based on micr oprobe analys e s 
i s that of whether the analyses (be fore or after normalizing 
to 100 %) are of equa l vo lumes or of equal weights. Assuming 
that Fe and Ti are immobile , and that t he ir appare nt change s 
are on the order of over 100 %, the data normalize d to 100 % 
must b e the a nalys is of equal we igh ts of mate ria l . The alter-
ed glass however , similar to the ope n structure d ma t e rial 
s uggested by the isovolume tric ch ange s of Hay and Iijima 
(1968), has lost major constituents without the t o tal co llapse 
of the structure, and without mobilization o f Fe a nd Ti. The 
mechanism of the ZAP corrections employed on thi s EMP s yste m 
however, invo lves an iterative proce dure pre dica t e d on the 
ass umptio n that a ll major compone nts are be ing a na l yzed. Th e 
procedure continues until change s be tween iterat i o n s are l ess 
than some predetermined value. Four ite rations were typi c ally 
indicated during these studies. Thus the ana lyses are o n a 
weight% bas i s. 
However , one gram of fr e sh g lass does no t weathe r t o 
one g ram of alte red glass. Ha y a nd Iijima~ (196 8 ) f i g ures 
indicate only .6 g would r e main . The % c h a nges for FeO a nd 
Tio2 in this study would indic ate a s ome what greater d e n s ity 
c ha nge. The ave rage of 22 s uch va lues f or FeO i s 10 8 (s . d. = 
28 ), a nd for Tio 2 is 100 (s .d .=32 ). The 108 % c h a n ge in FeO 
i s consiste nt with a de nsi ty decrease of 5 2%. Thu s from 
one gram of f resh g l ass , only .48 g would remain . Tabl e 10 
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Table 10 
Ca l c u lation of major eleme nta l c h a nge s du r ing a l t e rat i o n 
Co lumn 1 : Fr e s h g l ass compo sitio n norma li ze d to 1 00 % (FG ) 
Co lumn 2: Al t ered glas s com pos i t i o n norma l i ze d to 100% (AG ) 
X FeOFG/FeOAG 
r e p resenting compos i t i on at constan t FeO c onte nt 
Column 3 : Column 2 - Column 1 = (AG- FG ) = c h a nge in g /1 00 g 
Co lumn 4 : % c h ange= ( (~G- PG ) /FG ) x 1 00 % 
Co lumn 5: 
Co lumn 6: 
3 
Change i n grams/ 1000 cm g l ass= 
3 
(AG- FG ) g/100 (_J x 28 . 0 g/1 0 cm * 
Ch a n ge in 
Co l umn 5 
3 
CJTi:lms / 1000 c m basalt co l umn = 
x . 2 5 'J g l as s / g b a s a l t x . 25 g g l ass 
a l te r ed/ 
g g l ass 
*De nsity o f f resh glass from Ha y a nd I i j ima (1968) 
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Table 10 (cont.) 
6 g/ 6 g/ 3 3 
FG AG AG-FG 




49.76 19.61 -30.15 
61 -844 -53 
Al 2o 3 
17.61 6.86 -10.75 
61 -301 -19 
FeO 7.10 7.10 
0 0 0 0 
MgO 9.72 1. 78 - 7.94 
82 -222 -14 
Cao 9.87 .15 - 9.72 
98 -272 -17 
Na 2o 
4.72 1.13 - 3.59 
76 -100 - 6 
K20 
.10 1. 39 + 1. 29 
+1290 + 36 + 2 
Tio 2 
1.01 .79 
. 22 22 6 - 0.4 





-23.20 46 -65 0 -41 
Al 2o 3 
16.16 8.90 - 7.26 
45 -203 -1 3 
Feo 9.58 9.58 
0 0 
0 0 
MgO 5.70 1. 86 
3.84 67 - 108 7 
-
Cao 11.59 .39 




o 2.90 1. 4 7 
- 1. 43 49 - 40 - 3 
K20 
.10 2.20 + 




1. 26 1. 21 




Table 10 (cont.) 
6 g/ 6 g/ 3 
FG AG AG-FG 
6 % 1000cm
3g lass lOOO c m column 
5-2-1 
SiO 49.31 23.01 -26.30 
53 -7 36 -46 
2 
Al 2o 3 
15.40 9.96 - 5.44 35 
-152 -10 
FeO 9.27 9.27 0 
0 0 0 
MgO 8.73 1. 55 - 7.18 82 
-201 -1 3 
Cao 12.85 .36 -12.49 
97 - 35 0 - 22 
Na 2o 
3.04 .70 - 2.34 77 
- 66 4 -
K2o 
.12 1. 72 + 1. 60 
+133 3 + 45 + 3 
Tio
2 
1. 35 1. 23 .12 
9 4 0 .2 -
FeO /FeO = .48 FG AG 
5 - 2-4 
Sio
2 
50.35 27.83 -22.52 





16.49 11.41 - 5.08 
31 -142 9 -
Feo 9.74 9.74 0 
0 0 0 
MgO 8.47 2.08 
6.39 75 -179 - 11 
Cao 11. 89 1. 42 
-10.47 88 -293 -18 
Na 2o 
3.08 1. 24 
1. 84 60 - 52 3 -
K
2
o .11 1. 99 + 
1. 88 +1709 + 53 + 3 
Tio
2 
1. 26 1. 32 + 
.06 + 5 + 2 + 0.1 
FeOFG/FeOAG = .57 
.. 
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Table 10 (cont.) 
[', g/ 3 [', g/ 3 
FG AG AG-FG 
[', % 1000cm glass lOOO cm column 
6-1 - 1 A 
Sio
2 
51.87 22.98 -28.89 
56 -809 -51 
Al 2o 3 
15.99 8.37 - 7.62 48 
-214 -13 
FeO 9.55 9.55 
0 0 0 0 
MgO 8.36 1. 79 - 6.57 
79 -184 -12 
Cao 10.16 .32 - 9.84 
97 -276 -17 
Na 2o 
2.76 1.12 - 1. 64 
60 - 46 3 -
K2o 
.10 1. 67 + 
1. 57 +1570 + 44 + 3 
Tio2 
1. 24 1. 25 + 
.01 + 1 + 28 + 2 
FeOFG/FeOAG = .47 










8.65 52 -242 -15 
FeO 10.03 10.03 
0 0 0 0 
MgO 9.59 4.64 - 4.95 
52 -1 3 9 9 -
Cao 12.26 . 33 




o 2.82 .56 
- 2.26 80 - 6 3 4 -
K2o 
.10 1. 55 
+ 1. 45 +1450 + 
41 + 3 
TiO 1. 56 1. 20 






Table 10 (cont.) 
6 g/ 6 g/ 
FG AG l\G-I·'G 6 % 1000c m
3g las s 1000 c m3co lumn 
6-1-12 
Sio 2 
48.64 22.34 - 26.30 54 -7 36 -46 
Al 2o 3 
16.2 3 8 . 53 - 7.70 47 -216 -14 
FeO 10.08 10.0 8 0 0 0 0 
MgO 9.01 1. 99 - 7.02 78 - 197 -12 
Cao 11. 64 . 2 3 -11. 41 98 - 319 - 20 
Na 2o 2.97 
1. 27 - 1. 70 57 - 48 3 
K20 .12 
2. 29 + 2.17 +1808 + 61 + 4 
Tio2 1. 26 
1. 33 + .07 + 6 + 2 + 0.1 




49.51 26.11 - 23.40 47 - 655 -41 
Al 2o 3 
17.07 8.67 - 8.40 49 -235 -15 
Feo 9.34 9.34 0 0 0 0 
MgO 8.12 5.42 - 2. 70 33 - 76 5 
Cao 11.41 2.05 - 9 3G 82 -26 2 -16 
Na 20 3.22 
1. 55 - l. 6 7 52 - 47 3 
K2o 
.18 1.10 + • C) ~ + 511 + 26 + 2 
Ti0 2 l. 38 
l. 3 7 . 0 l 1 0. 3 0 
FeOFG/FeOAG == .56 
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Table 10 (cont.) 
6 g/ 6 g/ 
AG AG-FG 6 % 
3 
FG 
1000cm glass lOOOcm 3 column -
24-1-12 - ----
SiO 47.00 21. 43 
-25.57 54 -716 -45 
2 
Al 2o 3 
16.78 5.97 
-10.81 64 -303 -19 
FeO 9.63 9.63 
0 0 0 0 
MgO 8.82 2.41 - 6.41 
73 -180 -11 
Cao 13.01 .27 
-12.74 98 -357 -22 
Na 2o 
3.3 7 1.19 - 2.18 
65 - 61 4 -
K20 
. 17 2.03 + 
1. 86 +1094 + 52 + 3 
Ti02 
1. 42 1. 48 + 
.06 + 4 + 2 + 0.1 
FeOFG/FeOAG :=: . 44 
la... 
Table 10 (cont.) 
Average values 
6 g / 
AG-FG s.d. I':,. % s.d. 1000 cm3glass s.d. -- - - - -
Sio 2 
-25.63 2.46 - 52 5 -717 69 
Al 2o 3 - 7.97 
1. 88 - 48 10 -223 53 
FeO 0 0 0 
MgO - 5.89 1.61 - 69 15 -165 45 
Cao -11.02 1.17 - 95 5 -30 '9 · 33 
Na 2o - 2.07 .61 - 64 11 - 58 17 
K 20 
+ 1.65 .38 +1429 432 + 46 11 
Ti o 2 - .06 .14 - 5 10 + 1 10 
Sio 2 








Ti 0 2 * from 3 Bohlke (1978 ) , 6 g/ 1000cm basalt 
6 g/ 3 

























repeats the fresh glass data from Table 8, along with the 
altered glass values multiplied by a factor (FeO in fresh 
glass/FeO in altered glass) to yield equal values of F 0 
This now represents the weight in g/lOOg remaining in the 
altered glass. Table 10 also shows the weight of e ach ox ide 
lost, and the percent this represents of the original gl a ss 
composition. A computation is also shown of 
1
change/lOOOcm3 
of glass' based on the difference betwee n the 100g of f resh 
glass and altered glass x 2.8 g/cm
3
x 10 to yie ld g /lOOOc m~ 
This then represents the material lost whe n 1000cm3o r 2 _
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k g 
of glass is totally altered to smectite. Obviously, the 
basalt does not exist as 100% glass, and the g l as s is not 
totally altered. Taking an estima te of 25 % g l ass b e ing 
25
% 
altered (Dmitriev, Heirtzler et al., 1978 ), g ives a n e s t imate 
of the change as a result of glass alteration/ 1000 c m
3
of 
basalt column. Averages of these value s are also s hown in 
Table 10, along with a similar c alcula tion f or the crysta lline 
basalts from these cores (Bohlke , 1978). 
comparing the fi g ure for total gla s s a lteratio n, the 
glass can be seen to show grea t er c hange s tha n the basa l t. 
This is in general a greeme nt with the work of others (Lipma n, 
19
65
; Thompson, 1973), and is not unexp e c ted , since t h e g l ass 
is the less sta ble phase. The est i ma t e of the materi a l s re-
leased based on 25 % g lass p re s e nt, a n d it b e ing 25 % a l tered ' 
shows grea ter e ff e cts fo r the g l ass for Al, Ca , Na a n d K t h a n 
for the crysta lline b a salts. The o nly s pec i es s howing a nother 
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direction o f c h ange i s Na. Bohlke (1978) conside rs Na to b e 
passively acc umulated , and t iis is r e asonable in light of its 
presence as pa r t of una l tered primary igneous mine rals. 
However, in the glas s , where the cations are locate d ran domly 
in a l e ss orderly silicate network (B a rte ne v, 1970), the dis-
ruption of that ne t allows t ~e re l eas e of Na. I t must b e 
noted that the fi gures fo r t i e a lte ration of glass to s me cti te 
do not include a u t h i geni c mi 3e rals forme d, as Bohlke ' s a na ly-
ses of bulk a ltere d basa l ts must . 
Table 11 is rep rod uc e d from Fur ne s (1978) for c ompar i-
son. Furne s regarde d Fe to iave been lost during a l terat ion, 
while Hay and Ii j ima (1968), Hoppe (1941) and J a ko b sson (197 2) 
found small c h ange s o r ca l c ulated o n the b a sis o f no Fe c h a n ge . 
Honnorez ( 197 2 ) found an in c re ase in Fe . Losses of Kare r e -
porte d (Hay a nd Iijima , 196 8; J a kobsso~ 197 2 ; Fur ne s , 19 78 ) 
whe n side rome l a ne i s alte r e d in a no n-ma rine e nvi ronme nt. 
Ac c ord i ng t o llonnorcz (197 8), however , t he a l t e rat i o n 
of glass r esu lts in t he dc po;itio n of a uthi genic mi ne ra l s 
that entire l y a b so r b t he r e l ea sed p roduc t s (except for Mg ) , 
a nd also r e move Na and K fro m seawater. In the for mation of 
phillipsi te , the l i miting cl eme n ts must be Al a nd Si, s ince 
they a r e der i ved from the b .1 sa l t whi le t h e a lka li me tals ma y 
be sc a ve nged f r om s e awater (Ho nnorez , 1 978) . The rat i o of 
average l ost Si o 2 to ~1 20 3 i ; 3 .2 2 . Thi s i s greater t h a n 
the the oreti c a l va l ue of 2 . 25 ca l c ul ate d e arlie r . Th a ve rage 
o f phillips i t es a na l yzed is :> . 5 3 ( n= 8 , s.d . = .15 ) . 'l,h i s l eaves 
..... 
S i o 2 











Comparison of chemical changes (%) from Furnes (1978) 
Furnes Hay and Iijima Hoppe Jakobsson Honnorez 
(1978) (1968) (1941) (1972) (1972) 
- 40 - 28 - 53 - 75 - 11 
- 24 - 54 - 59 - 84 - 24 
- 31 - 1 0 0 + 42 
- 51 - 47 - 58 - 63 + 12 
- 66 - 74 - 50 - 89 + 2 
- 4 7 - 96 - 80 - 99 - 74 
- 79 - 98 0 
- 46 - 16 0 - 18 + 49 




some S i una ccounte d for, that is not precipitated 
as phillip-













ratios. The amount of phillipsite precipitated 
is therefore controlled by the amount of Al released, with 
some Si presumably remaining in solution . 
s. 
The major sink for Ca is calcite or Ca-rich cement 
Mg is not retained in the altered glass, nor to any great ex-
tent by the other authigenic minerals, and must t herefore be 
released into solution. Both these species are lost from the 
b a salt column (Honnorez , 1978) a lthough some Ca is retained 
in the cements. The ratio of weight % CaO/MgO l ost is 1 .
8 7
. 
The ca-rich cement have ratios of approximately 20. The l oss 





. calcium rich ceme nts do not seem t o be as ubiqui-
tous as would be required to contain all the lost ca, in fact 
b e ing entirely absent in many sampl e sections. 
The ratio of average lost Al 20 3/Na0 in g/ lOO g of 




(s.d.=.88) ranging from 1.28 to 4.62 . Not a ll of the rele ased 
Na is retained in t he phillipsites - some is retained in t h e 
high ca cements. eowever , the difference in the two ratios 
for the fresh glasses and the phillipsites indicates an en-





to 3.3 reported for the total basalt unit by 
Honnorez (l
978
) when considering a ll authigenic phase s. 
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Bloch and Bischoff (1979) examined the effect of the 
low-temperature alterati on of basalt on oceanic mass balances 
for K. They state that palagonitization plays a minor role 
in the oceanic budget of K, but regard 'fracture-controlled 
alteration' that results in the formation of K-rich phases 
such as smectites and zeolites as having a major role. This 
view separates the total effects of the alteration of g lasses 
into two processes - palagonitization and authigenic minera l 
formation - a lthough these two are the e nd products of the 
same process. 
Trace El ements (Milliprobe Analyses ) 
In XRF analyses, the ide al situation is when the matri-
ces of t h e samples are the same as that of the standards. 
This is particularly the goal in heavy- absorbe r fusion pre pa-
rat ion s (Jenkins and deVries, 1978) but such preparations do 
not allow the desired s e paration of fres h and alte r e d mater ial. 
The initia l intent in deterrrining Fe a l o n g with the trace 
metals was to correct for its absorpt i o n e ff e ct on Zn, cu 
and Ni, a n d it s enhancement of Cr. Howeve r, when t hi s correc-
tion was attempted using the XRF- 4 program (Marr, 1976a; Ma r r , 
1976b) the effect of Fe was calc ulated as a n e n h anceme nt of 
Zn, Cu and Ni - not a r e asonabl e r e sult , and did no t offe r 
s i gni f icant imp rovemen t for Cr. 
The fit of a standard curve of course doe s not ha ve 
anything to do with the compasitions of t he s a mples , o nly 
t hat of the standards. ES t imate s o f t h e total mass a bsorptio n 
of the standards at 1. 6 i (exc l uding o xyge n) y i e l de d va lues of 
77 - 67, decreasing with Fe O c~nte nt. Estimate s on the sampl e s , 
based on microprobe analyse s not norma li zed t o 100 ° (hoping 
to partially include the ef f ects o f inc r ea s e d poros i ty ) y i e ld-
e d values of 67 -6 8 for fr e sh g l asseS , and 67-69 f o r a lte red 
g l asses. 
In fact ' if the a na l yse s are c on s ide r e d t o be o f 
equa l volumes , t he d e c reased de n s i ty a nd inc r e ased poro s i ty of 
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the sme ctite should r e sult in ove r es tima tio n o f trace me t a l 
l e ve ls in the altere d glass, ra the r tha n unde r est imation , in 
spite of the hi gh e r Fe conte nt . If the increa s e d Fe con ten t 
me asured is a r e sult of de c reased de n s ity , the n t h e trace 
metals, if immobil e , sho uld b e s imil ar l y affe c t e d . As s h a ll 
b e shown, however, the y are obser ve d to b e a lmost uni ve rsally 
lost from the fresh g las s - smectite sys t e m. 
The milliprobe da t a is t a bul a t ed in Append i x C , a l o n g 
with % c hange calcul a tions o n the unnormalized data . In orde r 
t o smooth out loc al e f fec t s , as wi t h t h e mi cropr obe data , 
ave r a ges of ana lyse s h a ve been repo r ted . Due t o t h e r e str i c-
tions impose d on the choi c e of ana l ys i s s i t e s by t h e s a mp l e 
siting proce dure , fewe r a na ly s e s are pres e n t e d. Wh e r e more 
than o n e fr e sh g lass - a l tered g l ass pa i r h as been a n a l yzed in 
a s ing l e sample , they have been r e ta ine d s e p a r a t e l y he r e whe r e 
the y may not have been f o r the EMP data . P l ots s i milar t o 
thos e prepare d for the ma j or e l eme nts a r e s hown in Fi g ures 
13-17. The t rend s are gene ra lly l e s s c l ea r t h a n f or t h e 
maj o r e l e me nts. 
It is obvio us whe n comparing t hese p l o t s t o t hose for 
t h e ma jor e l emen t s, t h a t t he r e i s no t t he c lusterin g of t h 
e xtreme e nds o f the t i e - line s r e l at i ve to t h e FeO ax i s t hat 
there wa s for t he major e l e me nts . Th i s i s most like l y be-
cau se o f t he i nc lus i o n of s ome f r esh or a ltered g l ass i nc lud-
e d in t h e a n a l ys i s of t he othe r , e i t her d ue t o pos i t i o na l 
e rror , o r t he intrusion o f t he un des i red ma t eria l b e l ow t he 
#9 « MCAir 
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Plots of XMP FG - AG Pair Data 
Figure 13 
ppm Zn vs. 2c FeO 0 
Figure 14 
ppm Cu vs. % FeO 
Figure 15 
ppm Ni vs. % FeO 
Figure 16 
% MnO vs. % FeO 
Figure 17 
ppm Cr vs. 
~ FeO 0 
Tie line s labelled only where s i ~ ilar slope s 
for samples from the same core are appare nt, 
and other core s differ. 











































































surface, where it could not be seen but wa s within the 
volume 
being analyzed. 
Normalization of EMP analyses to 100 % would 
respect 
also have the effect of moving the endpoints, with 
to Fe, closer together . The XMP analyses have not bee 
n nor-
malized in that fashion . 
e. 
The zn tie-lines (Figure 13) show e ither an increase 
or no change in the Zn content, r e lative to changes in F 
When normalized to constant Fe, however , they universall y 
show a loss of Fe (to be discussed later). Even for samples 
whe re more than one pair has bee n plotted , the tie-lines do 
not show the same slope. 
Tie-lines for cu also show no definite tre nd, again 
with no agreement for pairs fr0rn the same sample (Figure 
14
). 
Ni shows even greater scatter (Fi gure 15) · MnO shows a 
general decrease (Figure 16), and Cr shows a genera l increa 
se, 
with agreement in the direction of change for pairs from the 
same core (Figure 17). 
calculated ratios of concentration of metal/ % FeO 
and the slopes of these ti e -lines if plotte d against FeO 
are shown in Table 12. Onlike the simi l ar figures for the 
major elements, this calculation does not result in uniform 
This suggests that the processes involved are hi ghly 
slopes. 
non-uniform, and varY greatlY with local alteration condi -
tions. Thompson (19731 examine d trace metal trend s in the 
alteration of three different pillows, representing varying 
degrees of alteration, and reported conflicting trends for 
Table 12 
Trace metal / FeO ratios 
4-1-4 4-2-3 5-2-1 A --
FG AG slope FG AG slope FG AG slope ---
Zn 1 2 . 79 5 .5 3 - . 6 8 10.34 5.97 - .68 11.39 8.50 - .81 
Cu 8 . 98 5 . 92 - . 29 7.05 3.76 - .51 14.4 4 11.41 - . 85 
Ni 1 7 . 82 3 . 60 -1. 33 14.3 4 7.05 - 1.1 4 
Fe O 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MnO . 02 . 02 .0 0 .02 .01 .00 .03 .01 - .01 '° co
Cr 11.16 1 2 .15 + .15 
Rat i o s as ppm me t a l /% Fe O, exce pt f or MnO a s % MnO/% FeO 
Slope as change i n metal s pec i e s / chang e i n % FeO = (AG- FG) / (Fe OAG-Fe OFG) 
Table 12 (cont.) 
5-2-1 B 5 - 2-1 C 5-2-4 A 
FG AG slope FG - - AG slope FG AG slope 
Zn 11.35 9.57 - 1.16 8.82 8.59 - .32 7.39 6.66 - .22 
Cu 8.03 7.18 - .56 7.18 7.63 + . 62 5.25 3.56 - .52 
Ni 1 4.88 16.7 4 +1.22 8.62 9.54 +1.26 5.25 4.85 - . 12 
FeO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MnO .02 .02 .00 .02 .01 - .01 .02 . 01 .00 
Cr 32 .4 4 25.39 -4.61 34.65 22.38 -3.7 4 
\.0 
\.0 
5-2- 4 B 6-1-1 A 6-1-1 B 
FG AG slope FG AG slope FG AG slope 
Zn 11. 3 5 6 . 8 6 - .5 9 11. 21 5. 7 2 - . 68 10.70 6.6 7 - .62 
Cu 7 .1 4 3 .9 0 - . 4 2 8. 0 2 4 .15 - . 4 8 7.68 4.9 4 - .42 
Ni 13. 30 8 . 69 - . 6 0 1 4 .51 7 . 40 - . 8 8 12.8 4 6. 4 3 - .98 
FeO 1 1 1 1 1 1 
MnO . 02 . 0 1 . 00 . 02 . 00 .0 0 .02 .01 . 00 
Cr 37 .35 29 . 73 - . 94 35. 4 1 31.69 - .57 
Table 12 (cont.) 
6-1-12 8-1-13 23-1-9 A 
FG AG slope FG AG slope FG AG slope --
Zn 7.59 4.31 - .32 12. 71 11.69 - .80 11. 46 8.30 -1.00 
Cu 6.64 3.19 - .34 7.50 6.67 - .65 13.43 8.81 -1. 46 
Ni 6.45 4 .79 - .16 12.71 16.61 +3.05 
FeO 1 1 1 1 1 1 





23-1-9 B 2 4-1-12 
FG AG slop e FG AG slope --
Zn 9 .1 3 9. 1 4 .00 9 .65 6. 22 - . 43 
Cu 7.18 6 . 73 - .1 2 6 . 89 4 . 0 3 - . 36 
Ni 1 5 .15 8.43 -1. 76 11. 66 7 . 49 - .53 
FeO 1 1 l 1 
MnO . 01 .00 . 00 . 02 .00 . 00 
Cr 23 .1 2 22.02 - .1 4 
- - --------
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most trace elements, including er and Ni, without consider-
ing Fe to be constant. 
Table 13 shows trace metal leve ls recalculated o n the 
basis of constant FeO. Even when some of the Fe content may 
be derived from the undesired phase , these figures should 
display a relationship representing the l oss or gain of t he 
metal in the alteration of a given we i ght of ~l ass , to what-
ever extent it has been altered. Table 13 also includes cal-
culations of the differe nce between the fresh and a l tered 
glasses, the % change, change in grams for the alteration of 
lOOOcm~f glass, and for 1ooocm3o f basa l t column , on the same 
basis as for the major elements. Averages for each are a lso 
shown in the table. 
The enormous variability in each species is apparent 
from the concentration data and in the l arge standard devia-
tions of the averages. The 1osse s of Zn, Cu, Ni and Cr per 
lOOOcm3of basalt column are 1ess t han 100 mg per element. 
These metals are not e ntirelY absent from t he authigeni c 
phillipsite and calcite formed, but t hese cements are of an 
e ntirely different matrix t han t he standards , and quantita-
tive determinations cannot be highlY accurate. Bernat a nd 
Church c
1978
) studied deep-sea zeolite s but did not reoort 
some Zn, cu . Ni and Cr are r e tained 
d ata on these me t a ls. 
in the cements and phillipsites . but without an accurate 
determina tion of t he quantities prese nt in t he s e phas s , 
total flux cannot be calculate d. 
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Table 13 
Calcul at i on of trace e lemental change s during a lte r ation 
* 
Fresh glass composition 
(FG) 
Column 1: 
Column 2, Altered g lass composition x FeOFG/Fe OAG (AG ) * 
representing composition a t con s t a nt FeO con t e nt 
Column 3, column 2 - column 1 ~ (AG-FG) ~ c ha nge in g /100 g * * 
Column 4: % change = (( AG- FG) /FG) x 100 % 
Column 5: change in grams/ 1000 c m
3
g l ass = 
(AG-FG) g/100 g X 28.0 g/10 c m
3 
** *** 
Co l umn 6: 
change in g rams/ 1000 cm
3
b a salt co l umn = 
column 5 x .25 g g l a ss/g b asalt x .2S 
g g l ass ** 
a l tered/ 
g g l a ss 
*Zn, cu, Ni and er as ppm; Fe O a nd MnO as % oxi de 
**Values for zn, cu, Ni and er must b e mu l t i p l i e d by 10-4 
to get grams from ppm 
***De nsity of fresh g lass f r om HaY a n d rijima (1 968 1 
FG AG 
4-1-4 
Zn 94 41 
Cu 66 44 
Ni 131 26 
FeO 7.35 7.35 
MnO . 1 7 .04 
Cr 
Fe OFG/FeOAG :=: .41 
4-2 - 3 
Zn 88 51 
Cu 60 32 
Ni 122 60 
FeO 8.51 8.51 
Mno .15 .11 
Cr 95 103 
Fe OFG/FeO :=: .57 ' AG 
5-2 - 1 A 
Zn 116 87 
Cu 147 116 
Ni 
Feo 10.18 10.18 
Mno . 26 .11 
Cr 
Fe o /Fe O :=: . 74 FG AG 
• •,6;,,,J,., ......... ,,;' 














































- 81 2 
- 868 
0 
+ 4. 2 
6 g/ 
l000cm 3column 




. 2 3 
- 6 5 
- 49 











Zn 106 89 
Cu 75 67 
Ni 139 156 
FeO 9.34 9.34 
Mno .18 .20 
Cr 303 237 
Feo /FeO = .86 FG AG 
5-2-1 C 
Zn 86 84 
Cu 70 74 
Ni 84 93 
Feo 9.75 9.75 
Mno .22 .14 
Cr 
Feo /FeO = .93 FG AG 
5-2-4 A 
Zn 90 81 
Cu 64 43 
Ni 64 59 
Feo 12.18 12.18 
Mno .2 0 .17 
Cr 422 273 
Fe o /F 0 FG e AG 
= . 79 
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Table 1 3 (cont.) 
AG-FG l':i % - -
- 17 -16 
8 -11 
+ 17 +12 
0 0 
+ .02 +11 
- 66 -22 






• OB -36 
9 -10 
21 -33 
5 - 7. 8 
0 0 
.03 -15 













































MnO . 20 
Cr 







































Table 13 (cont.) 
AG-FG 6 % - -
- 42 -40 
- 30 -45 
- 43 - 35 
0 0 
.10 -50 
- 53 -49 
- 38 -49 
- 69 -49 
0 0 
.15 -83 
- 74 -20 
- 41 - 37 
- 28 -35 




6 g/ 3 







































Zn 80 45 
Cu 70 34 
Ni 68 50 
FeO 10.54 10.54 
Mno .19 .03 
Cr 


































Feo /FeO = 7 3 FG AG . 
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Table 13 

















+ 31 + 31 
0 0 






. 28 - 76 
(cont . ) 
6 g/ 3 6 g/ 
!_000 cm g lass lOOO cm
3column 
- 980 61 -
-100 8 - 63 
- 504 - 32 
0 0 
4.5 . 28 
- 224 - 14 
- 168 - 10 
+ 86 8 + 5 4 
0 0 
1. 7 .11 
- 756 - 47 
-1120 - 70 
0 0 






Fe O 10.30 
MnO .14 
Cr 
























Table 13 (cont . ) 
AG-FG 6 % 
=----- -
0 0 
5 - 6. 8 
- 69 -44 
0 0 
. 09 -6 4 
- 32 - 35 
- 27 -42 
- 39 - 35 
0 0 
. 16 -84 
11 - 5. 0 
6 g/ 3 





2 . 5 
- 8 96 





6 g/ 3 
1000cm column 
0 




























- . 09 
- 55 
17 - 28 
13 - 29 
40 - 27 
0 
.10 - 39 
51 - 1 4 
Table 13 (cont.) 
s.d. 
/':, g / 3 
1000cm g lass s.d. - --
17 - 770 479 
17 - 632 369 
31 - 978 1119 
0 
56 - 3 3 
1 4 - 1540 1424 
3 * from Bohlke (1978 ) , /':, g/ 1000cm basa lt 






- . 2 
- 96 
















Mn is also lost during the alteration proc ess. In 
some cases, Fe-Mn o xides have been observed (Hon 
norez, 1978), 
samples un-
but were not found as authigenic minerals in the 
rom the crystalline 
der study. Mn was also found to be lost f 
basalts at this site (Bohlke, 1978) . 
Table 13 include s Bohlke's (1978) cal culations of 
change in g/l000cm 3of basalt for comparison. Th 
ese c hange s 
are greater for the glass except for Ni, whe n compar ing 
glass with the basalt. However , when the c h ange base d 
t h e 
on 
e ff e ct 
25 % glass present being 25 % altered i s cons idered, the 
of the basalt is greater for all species except cu , whe r e 
they are comparable. 
zn is the only species where the d i rect i on of h 
c ange 
differs. Bohlke (1978) reports Zn to be passive ly accumulate d 
during the alteration of the crystalline basalt. Th ' . 
is i s no t 
the case for the alteration of the g l ass , most like ly due to 
differences in the nature of Zn binding in the two phase s. 
The sediments overlying DSDP Hol e s 395 and 3
96 were 
studied by varentsov (1978). site 396 is e ss e ntia lly the 
same as 
3
96B. The 1owest 10 m o f s e dime nts l y ing a bove t he 
basalt contact show slightly higher he avy me t a l c oncentrati o n s 
than the 
30 
meters above them. They a re a ssoc iated with Fe 
and Mn hydrox ides in the sedimnts, a conseque nce of the hy-
drox ides hi gh sorption capac i ty, and sugges t tha t they were 
supplied from hydrothe r mal solutio ns asc e nding from t he r i ft 
valley of the MAR (Vare ntsov, 1978). Alte r ation of t he 
110 
' on the 
basalts at site 395, equidistant form the Ridge but 
w e mp-
west side, has been found to be characteristic of lo t 
0 ydro-
erature alteration (Lawrence et al., 1978) (not that f h 




Honnorez et al., 1978) . The source of Mn in the overlying 
sediment may be that removed from the basalt, but the Fe is 
apparently not derived from the basalt. The trace e l e me nt 
concentrations associated with the s e diments may however be 
derived from the underlying altered basalt, adsor bed by Fe 
hydroxides originallY deposited bY circulating hydrothermal 
solutions in the sediments. 
Discussion 
Most of the pre vious wo rk dis c us sed ear lier 
was con-
c e rne d with the alteration of c rysta lline 
b asa l ts rather t h a n 
idea l ly , of t he 
basaltic glasses. 
Although the glass i s , 
same original composition as the crys talline mater i a l 
compr i s-
ing the core of a pillow, the a ltera t ion processes aff 
ect each 
and the 
o f them differently due to the i r di ffere n t str uctures 
dif fe rence s in the incorporatio n o f e l e me nta l spe c i es i nto 
the structures. 
Bohlke (1978) f ound that during t h e developme n t of 
b r own o x i dation zone s f r om fresh, grey , crystalline bas 
1 at , 
Ti, Al, Fe , ca, Na, cu and Zn were passively accumulated , 
Si, Mg ,Ni a n d probably Mn were removed 
, 
and p r obably e r . gasses , I n t he a l terati on of the 1 
and Kand H
2
0 were a dded . 
Si and Al are mobilize d, but radeposi t e d l ocally i n the form 
of sme ctite s and zeolite s - Based o n 
t h
e sio2 , Al 2o
3 
ratios 
of the deposite d phillips ites however , not all the Si lost 
is r e d e posite d a s par t o f the phillipsite . 
c a i s iost from t he g l asses , and a lthough some i s re-
t a ine d in calcite a nd ca- r i c h cements , ca is re l eased t o 
seawate r (Honnorez , 197 81. Na i s l ost from t h e g lass , but 
more than t h e a mount released is deposited as part of the 
phil l ipsites- Na , as we ll as K, bas t herefore been removed 
111 
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from seawater and incorporated into t h e zeol ites. 
The effec ts for Si, Mg, Kand Ni are the same for the 
crystalline and glassy materials, although of diff erent mag-
nitudes, in all cases being more extreme for the glasses. 
The trends for Si, Mg,Mn and Kare generally confirmed in the 




R.A. Hart, 1970; Melson, 1973; Thompson, 1973; Shido et al., 
1974; Humphris and Thompson, 1978a). Effects on Fe , ca and 
Ti in these same reports may differ, but may b e the result of 
different bases for calculations of changes. 
The situation in regard to trace elements is conflict-
ing, probably due to highly variable localize d effects and 
various methods of reporting (Thompson, 197 3; S.R. Hart et 
al., 
1974
; purnes, J.978). Thos e elements t hat are e ither 
passively accumulated (immobile ) 
or in some cases reported to 
Ti, 
increase in the alteration of crystalline samples., such as 
Al, Fe, ca and Na, are components of the primary i gn eous 
minerals crystallized. Their mobilization will depend on the 
degree of destruction of the mineral structure in which thev 
are contained, and the pH and Eh conditions durinq that at-
tack. where species cannot be solubilized a nd transoorted, 
thev tend to remain, and be 'passive ly accumulated'. 
In drawing distinctions betwee n the a l teration of t he 
glass and crystalline components, it must a l so be noted that 
the discrimination between the altered and fresh materials is 




yield an altered product on 
oay of fresh the e xterior of the b , 
glass, while the alteration 
of the crystalline ba s alts p ro -
duces a mixed body of the residue of the alteration and the 
alteration products (clays). 
studies of the alteration of marine basalti'c glasses 
have centered on changes in mineralogy and/or ma jor e l e me nt 
chemistry (Marshal, 1961; Bonatti, 1965; Lipma n, 196
5 . 
, 
1972; Me lson and Thompson, 1973) although Th ompson 
Honnorez, 
(197 3 ) did examine changes in trace metals. A number of 
studies (Noble, 1967; Hay and Iijima, 196 8 ; Fur nes , 1 9
78
) 
have been concerned with subaerial alteration of volcanic 
g lasses by rain water or ground water. Simil ar trends h ave 
been repor ted for subaeriallY altere d g l asses for t he losse s 
of all major ox ides , except Fe and K , a nd for marine altera-
tion (Hay and rijima, 1968; Thompson, 1973; Furnes 1
97 8
). 
Subaerial alteration, however, is reported to result 
in losses of Fe and K. obviously, fresh water does not pro-
vide a source for the accumulation of K, accounting for de-
pleted K. SubaeriallY altere d g l ass also d i s plays v ery li ttle 
ml
·ne ral format i on other than palagonite , and Al 
authigenic 
is bel ieved not to be mobile under t hose a l teration condi-
tions (Furnes , 1978). Reported gains at these conditio ns 
are the r esult of removal of other specie s , rather t han 
additions of Fe. 
similarly, Thompson (197 3) and Furnes (1 978 ) r e porte d 
z Ni a nd Cr under marine and 
con f licting trends for n , 
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subaerial conditions resoectively. Furnes notes , however 
' 
that another worker (Pierce, 1970) has found Cr to be con-
centrated in volcanic tuffs altered in non- mar i' ne d't · con 1 ions, 
but lost by those altered in marine conditions. 
The difficulties in comparing the results of these 
studies lie in both semantics (what is meant by 'change with 
alteration') and the differences in the e nvironments during 
alteration. The language problem is that of defining what 
is considered to be the product of alteration. One gram of 
glass is not converted to one gram of palagonite, but rather 
to about one-half that amount. While it may be true that 
one gram of palagonite may contain more of, say Cu , than a 
gram of fresh glass, that Cu is the result of accumulation of 
the contents of more than one gram of g l ass. It the r efore 
does not represent a removal of Cu from the aqueous system, 
and may in fact be what remains after the re l ease of some of 
that species. Thus, the reporting of s uch studies would be 
more clear if addressed to the fate of the components of the 
fresh material, and whether retained in the solid product, 
released into solution, or redeposited in other phases . 
The differences in the chemical environment during 
alteration, in the cases of subaerial and marine alteration, 
t When the case of K is considered. are immediate ly apparen 
h t K l·s removed , whil e under mar-In alteration by £res wa er , 
ine conditions it is accumulated (Hay and Iijima, 1968 ; 
Furnes, 19 73). Na also displays this effect. 
In t h e cases 
--
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of the trace metals, a similar problem may account f 
or con-
flicting results. Transition metal cations may fo 
rm complex-
es with species such as sulfate ion, as well as org . 
anic com-
plexing agents (Stumm and Morgan, 1970). Where such potent-
ial complexing agents are lacking, or present in lower 
quan-
tities (i.e. fresh waters) , these me tal spec i es cannot b e as 
effectively transported in solution. The net effect would 
be that of passive accumulation, and therefore a higher con-
centration of the specie in the palagonite. Difference s in 
pH conditions may also account for some conflicts a nd localiz-
ed variations . Mobilization of Fe and Ti could b e caused by 
acid solu t ions (Furnes, 1978), but is not apparent in marine 
low temperature alteration. Furne s also notes that t h e mobi-
lity of cu, Ni, Cr and Zn is a lso pH dependent, wi t h greater 
mobility under acid conditions. Locali zed differences in pH 
may account for conflicting trends or differences in degree 
of alteration, even within a single core. 
The alteration of deep sea basa l ts a nd basaltic glass-
es affects the oceanic balances of the e l ements involve d, to 
the extent that the spec i es released are eventually flushed 
into the open ocean. Where species are redeposited in the 
f th . enic phases within the basalt co lumn , t hey are orm of au ig 
not involved in oceanic solution equilibria. Na and Kare 
removed from solution by formation of smectite and p h illipsite, 
to t he ma in tenance of their stable concentration contributing 
Mg f lux may vary, depending on t h e temperature in seawater. 
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of alteration (low tempe rature or hydrotherma l), but ne t 
results are removal from seawater (Holland, 1978) . Some Si 
appears to escape the basalt column, perhaps contributing to 
the formation of authigenic phases in the s e dime nt colum n. 
Hydrothermal alteration may be more importa nt in over-
all oceanic balances of Mg, Kand Na than low tempe r a ture 
alteration (Maynard, 1976). Humphris and Thompson (1978 a ; 
1978b) found hydrothermal alte ration to b e important in t h e 
removal of Mg from solution, but found v a riable t re nds fo r 
Na and K, and found total Fe to incre ase. Al was not fo und 
to be mobilize d while Co, Cr, Ni, Cu and Zn were fo und to b e 
mobilized and in some small de gre e r e prec ipita t ed as s ul f ide. 
Massive sulfide mineralization has been reported (Bo na tti et 
al., 
1976
) as a result of hydrothe rma l a l terat i o n in some 
locations. The contrast be tween these condi t i o ns a n d t hose 
of low temperature alte ration is e vident in t he d i f f erence 
in mobility of Al, and repre cipita tion of some spec i es as 
sulfide phases. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Fresh basaltic g l a sse s a re bhe be s t indi c a tors of 
initial magma compositions, since c ry s t a lline basalts are 
affe cted by fractiona tion and weathe ring (He kinian , 19 71 . , 
Shido e t al., 1974; Bye rly a nd Wr i gh t , 1978; Kay a nd Hubbard ' 
1978) . whe re the initial magma c ompos i t i o n is of p rimary con-
cern, ana lyse s of the f r e she st poss i b l e glasses are necessary. 
The importance of obta ining onl y t he fres hest g l ass is evi dent 
in the e x treme changes displ ayed b y t h e a l tered g l ass, with 
losse s o f all major o x ide s from t he fresh glass, except for 
Fe and Ti, and of all trace me t a l s determined. The contact 
of fresh a nd alte r e d glasses i s s harp , and the d e marcation 
is appar ent unde r opti c al examinat i o n . 
Analyses of fr e s h 
glass fragments may howe ver be h a mpered by t heir small s i ze 
and the di f ficulty of remo ving a l tered material before ana l y-
sis, since alte ration may proceed a l o n g microstructural 
fracture s. Ele ctron mi croprobe a n d x-ray mil l iprobe analyses 
of cle arly de fined fres h g l asses are perhaps t he bes t me thod 
of de termining ma jor and trace e l emen t contents of these 
phase s. 
The mar ine a l terat i on of fres h g l asses r esults in 
the re l ease of a bout one - half t he origi nal Si a nd Al, two-




present, when converted to smectite (or palagonite). 
Fe and 
Ti are not mobilized during this alteration and K · . 
' lS in-
creased 40-fold by removal from seawater. These changes oc-
cur during the alteration of glass to palagonite. If the 
entire solid phase including authigenic cements and zeolites 
is considered, exchange with seawater results in an overall 
loss of Ca and Mg, although some is retained. If al l the Al 
released is considered to be redeposited locally, sone Si is 
also released to seawater, based on t h e proportions of Si and 
Al found in the phillipsites. Overall, Na and Kare accumula-
ted in the solid phases from seawater. 
For the trace metals, over one-quarter of the original 
Zn, cu and Ni are lost, about 40 % of the Mn, and over lO % of 
the Cr. Results for individual samples vary from slight gains 
to extreme losses. This is apparently due to highly variabl e 
local pH conditions affecting the alteration. 
In general, the alteration of the crystalline basalts 
shows the same effects for Si, Mg, Mn and K, although the 
alteration of the glasses is more extreme. Fe , Al , Ti, Na, 
Ca, Cu, zn and possibly Cr have been reported as immobile in 
the crystalline basalts, however (Bohlke , 1978; IIonnorez et 
al., 1978 ). The differences in the mobility of Al, Na, ca, 
Cu,zn and Cr appear to be a consequence of the difference in 
their incorporation in the glass and c rystalline structures. 
Where bound in the ordered structures of primary igneous 
h tl elements are not readily mobili zed during low p ases, 1ese 
F 
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temperature alteration. Where they are more loos e ly t · con ain-
ed, in the less order ly glass structure, they are re l eased 
during the alteration. 
Non- marine alteration subj ec t s the g lasses to very 
different condition, resulting in losses of all major oxides 
includ i ng Fe, Ti and K. Enrichments of Cr , Cu and Ni (Fur nes 
1978) appear to be due to the absence of the spec i es required 
to solubilize and transport these metals, such as so= (Stumm 
4 
and Morgan, 1970). Their increased concentrations in the 
sediments directly overlying the basal ts (Varentsov , 1978) 
is suggestive of a possible site for the accumu l ation of thes 
metals following marine alteration, whe reas they are retained 
in the altered glass during non-marine alteration. If these 
trace metals are transported into t he sediment column , other 
r e leased species may also be deposited there as authige nic 
phases, rather than in the basalt co lumn . 
Estimate d fluxes, based on 25 % g l ass in the basa lt co l 
umn, and that glass be ing 25 % a l tered , s how greater loss s 
from the glass for Al, Na and Zn , and a larger gain for K, 
than for the crystalline materials . This calculation, how-
ever, does not consider the authi genic minera l s for med. All 
the Al is apparently reta ined (H onnorez , 1978), a nd Na and 
K accumulated from seawater by t he formation of these phases , 
whi c h also re t ain some fractio n of t he released trace metals. 
The a bsolute acc uracy of these estimates i s depend nt on the 





ed, in the less orderly 
during the alteration. 
Whe re they are more 1 oose l y contain-
glass structure, they ar 1 ere eased 
Non-marine alteration subjects the glasses t o very 
different condition, resulting in losse s of a ll ma jor oxides 
' u and Ni (Furnes including Fe, Ti and K. Enrichments of Cr c 
Lequired 1978) appear to be due to the absence of the species -- . 
to solubilize and transport these metals, such as so; (Stumm 
and Morgan, 1970). Their increased conce ntrations in the 
sediments directly overlying the basalts (Vare ntsov, 1 978 ) 
is suggestive of a possible site for the acc umul ation of these 
metals following ma r ine alteration, whereas they are ret . ained 
in the altered glass during non- marine alteration. If t hese 
trace metals are transported into the sedime nt column ' other 
released species may also be deposited there as authigenic 
phases, rather than in the basalt column. 
Estimated fluxes, bas ed on 25% g l ass in the basalt col-
umn, and that glass being 25 % altered, s how greater losse s 
from the glass for Al, Na and Zn, and a l arger ga in for K, 
than for the crystalline materia l s. This calculation , how-
ever, does not consider the authigenic minera ls formed. All 
the Al is apparently retained (Honnorez , 197 8), and Na and 
K accumulated from seawater by t h e formation of these phases , 
which also retain some fraction of the released trace meta l s . 
The absolute accuracy of these e stimates i s depe nde nt on t h e 
ass t· d on the glass content and extent of altera-
urnp ions ma e 
' 
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tion, but they may be easily recalculated for other condi -
tions of glass content or degree of alteration. 
The significance of this study is related to how low 
temperature and hydrothermal alteration affect elemental 
fluxes, resultant sediment phases, and possibly, deep sea 
mineral deposits. Oceanic e lemental balances are maintained 
by the interation of sources and sinks for the various 
species. Deep sea basalts provide a large reservoir due to 
their coverage of the ocean floor. Those species not retain-
ed in the basalt or remaining in solution, may contribute 
to authigenic phases in the overlying sediment column, such 
as sulfide deposits in the case of hydrothermal alteration. 
Quantitative differences in the effects of low and high 
t emperature alteration must also be defined, for a more con-
cise overall view of the net result of seawater - basalt 
interactions to be developed. 
Suggestions for Further Work 
The total flux of trace elements resulting f rom the 
alteration of basaltic glasses has not been studied in the 
same manner as that of the major elements (Honnorez , 1 978 ). 
Such studies could better indicate the final disposition of 
the trace metals lost during alteration of the glasses_ and 
whether retained in specific authigenic minerals or rele ased 
into solution. The effect of pH on trace metals during a ltera-
tion at low temperatures should also be examined , to permit 
evaluation of the pH of altering fluids by examination of 
the alteration products. 
Further development of the x-ray millipr obe t echnique 
used in this study is dependent on the automation of the 
system, as it currently yields too little in fo rmation for t h e 
time invested. The use of other x -ray tube targets, or a 
multi-target tube, could expand the range of e l e me nts d e t er-
mined, while automation could be used to a llow the inc reased 
counting times necessary for the us e of smaller aperture s. 
Development of a coupled (built-in) optical system would 
aid in eliminating the difficulties inhere nt in t he site 
selection procedure that was used, and a llow analysis of 
smaller sample areas. 
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APPENDIX A 
Tabulation of Electron Microprobe Data 
Microprobe analyses have bee n averaged a nd are 
tabulated here with an abbreviated labe l indicating the 
phase analyzed (see below), the standard deviation, a nd 
the number of ana l yses averaged (in parentheses ) . Average 
totals a nd their standard devi ations are a l so included. 
'Others'(Krauskopf, 1967) is the difference between t h e 
analyses total and 100 %. 










fr e sh glass 
altered glass (smectite , palagonite ) 
calci te 
cement (high ca, high Si) 
phillipsite 
brown mic rocrysta lline 
grey microcrystall ine 
dark crystalline with variolitic outlines 
olivine crysta l 
Sampl e numbers including 'A' and 'B' indicate preparations 
of very different areas of a l arge samp l e. 
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Analyses of adjacent fresh glass - alte r e d gla s s are as 
used for calculating changes during alteration appe ar h e re as 
successive FG - AG analyses, in the same orde r as the norma-
lized analyses in Appendix B. 
A number of analyses of crystalline portions of sampl e s 
are included in the tabulations. However, EMP anal y ses with 
the approximate l y 75 µm spot size used are not well r e pre -
sentative of the bulk composition, since the crystallite s a r e 
on the order of 10-50 µm. Most sample s were s e l e cte d f or 
their fresh and altered glass conte nt, and therefore h a d 
little crystalline material. 
Sample 4-1-4 
(40-42) 
FG ( 2) AG ( 2) FG ( 2) AG ( 3) FG ( 3) AG ( 2) 
-Sio




3 1 4.3 1 .34 11. 79 .97 12 .72 .06 10 .so .44 1 4. 18 .33 8. 98 .27 
Feo 
5.95 .51 10 .5 1 .74 4.63 .76 11. 41 .43 6.11 .21 10 .29 .08 
MgO 8.0 1 .34 2.35 .41 7. 11 -16 3.37 . 14 7.63 .04 2.41 .11 
Cao 7.35 .22 .32 .os 7.4 1 . 53 .12 .01 8.27 .32 .24 .04 
Na
2
o 3.16 .11 2.31 .28 2.70 .06 l.40 . 1 2 s.22 2.96 1 .43 .08 
K2o .09 .02 1. 90 .11 .07 . 01 2.69 . 11 .07 .oo l. 80 .02 
Tio
2 .78 .oo l. 26 .06 .78 .07 1. 06 .09 .so .06 l. 23 .02 
Total 83.84 2.24 60.67 1. 23 70.79 20.10 










Cem ( 3) Cem ( 2 ) Cem (1) 
Sio
2 3.68 l.49 1 4.5 1 9.9 1 13.8 9 Al 2
o
3 l. 57 . 84 s.24 4.77 7. 11 Feo .91 .09 1.00 .24 1.16 Mgo 1.0 8 .15 l. 07 .4 1 . so Cao 36.44 3.75 22.74 2.95 13.27 Na 2
o 
.22 .31 2.34 2.21 4.42 K2o .13 .03 l. 49 l. 29 l. 95 Tio 2 .os .01 .09 .02 .02 Total 43.9 1 l. 27 48.47 1 9.53 
42.34 Others 56.09 
51. 53 
5 7.66 
Sample 4-2-3 (18-20) 
FG (2) AG ( 2) FG ( 2) AG ( 2) 01 ( 2) --
Sio 2 
49.00 .22 40.12 .90 50.44 .16 44.21 .81 39. 7 2 .35 
Al 2o 3 
15.91 .09 16.94 .38 16.24 .04 11.10 .OS .28 .13 
FeO 9.31 .71 14.77 1.02 9.75 .17 15.41 .32 13.57 .48 
MgO 8.57 .04 2.26 .09 8.57 .08 3.60 .20 48.59 .12 
Cao 11.74 .08 .51 .00 11.31 .12 . 7 3 .17 .31 . 01 
Na 2o 2.79 .08 2.20 .66 2 . 98 . 09 2.45 .20 .02 .01 
K20 .10 .00 3.49 .28 .10 .00 3.44 .05 .00 .00 
Ti o 2 1. 30 .00 2.04 .02 1. 20 . 01 1. 78 .01 .06 .02 
I-' 
N 
.72 .52 82.71 
U1 
Total 98.72 .79 82.35 100.58 .62 102.54 .81 
Othe rs 1. 28 17.65 17. 29 
~ 
Sample 4-2 -9 (62-64) 
01 ( 4) BC (4) DC ( 4) 
Si02 35.66 .56 




3 .05 .06 
18.67 2.55 16.30 3.13 
FeO 14.23 .44 9.21 1. 76 9.07 1. 98 
MgO 44.96 .81 2.87 .89 6.65 1. 67 
cao .31 .01 13.22 .97 12.76 1.14 
Na 2o .12 .30 3.15 .27 2.72 .24 
K20 .02 .01 .19 .04 .21 .07 
Ti02 .03 .0 1 1.12 .39 1. 36 .51 f-' 
Total 95.38 .75 91. 98 1. 27 94.95 .95 I\.) O'I 
Others 4.62 8.02 5.05 
,,. 
Sample 5-2-1 (5-7) 
FG ( 3) FG ( 4) FG ( 2) AG ( 6) FG ( 4) AG ( 4) 
Si02 
46.29 .90 42.44 .55 44.41 .94 41.74 .85 46.30 2.04 36.98 1.13 
Al 2o3 14.32 .66 13.56 .26 14.33 . 34 18.30 2.10 14.60 .15 15.78 .45 
FeO 8.70 .48 9.45 .39 9.21 .13 15.98 .46 8.70 . 25 15.66 1.4 7 
MgO 8.26 .30 7.79 .15 8.17 .05 2.74 .46 8.12 .19 2.55 .34 
cao 12.20 .09 11.51 .50 11.41 .16 . 6 2 . 12 11 .93 .18 . 6 2 . 1 8 
Na 2o 2.90 .16 2.89 .20 2.84 .05 .52 .10 2.80 .14 1 .83 .55 
K2 0 .11 .01 .10 .00 .11 . 0 0 2.50 .28 .10 .0 1 3.32 .31 I--' 
T i 0 2 
1. 24 .02 1.2 8 .03 1.23 .02 2.07 . 13 1 .30 .05 2.12 .20 N 
-.J 
Total 94.13 1 .36 89.02 1.56 91.69 1.66 84.47 1. 41 93.85 2.40 78.86 3.03 
Others 5.98 10.9 8 8.29 15.53 6.15 21.14 
Sample 5-2 - 4 (28-31) 
FG ( 2) AG ( 2) FG ( 2) AG ( 2) FG ( 3) AG ( 2) 
S i o
2 
50.49 .7 1 39.65 .14 48.47 . 1 6 4 1 . 1 8 .39 51. 1 2 .77 4 1 .52 3.39 
Al 2o 3 16.31 
. 0 2 17.99 2.57 16.00 . 22 1 5.02 1 .22 1 6.84 .65 17.16 2.68 
FeO 9.5 1 .47 1 5.59 1 .84 9.84 .43 16.05 1 .23 9.66 .57 11 . 1 5 . 76 
MgO 8.69 .1 1 2. 1 9 .48 8.18 .33 2.56 .25 8.38 .13 4.40 2.76 
cao 11 .77 .00 . 6 4 . 1 6 11 .61 .4 1 .5 1 . 11 1 2.05 .46 5. 1 2 4.43 
Na 2o 3. 1 9 .02 1.99 .28 2.94 .12 1 .60 .26 3.04 .03 1 .88 .72 
K20 .11 .00 3. 1 9 .72 . 11 .0 1 4. 11 .00 . 11 .00 1.44 . 96 
TiO 2 1 .27 .02 2.10 . 26 1 .24 . 0 3 2.09 . 22 1 .27 .03 1.61 . 23 
Tota l 1 01 .34 1 . 1 8 83 . 34 .44 98.39 .49 83. 1 2 . 4 8 102.47 2.27 84.28 7.13 
Others 1 6.66 1 .6 1 16.88 15.72 
~ 
N 
p ( 5) co 
Si02 54.32 1 .84 
Al 2o 3 22.57 .44 
FeO 1.20 .62 
MgO . 2 7 .18 
cao .13 .04 
Na 2o 7.71 .2 2 
K20 6.58 .34 
Ti o 2 .18 .19 
Total 92.96 1.51 
Ot her s 7.04 
Sample 6-1-1 (4-7) A 
FG ( 4) AG ( 4) FG ( 4) AG ( 4) GC ( 4) --
Si02 51.16 . 6 3 
41.29 1. 38 51. 55 . 31 39.86 1.16 42.16 1. 28 
Al 2o 3 1 5.47 .57 
15.46 1. 75 16 .20 .14 14.12 .84 19 .26 .19 
FeO 9.68 .31 18.07 1.10 9.22 .18 15.70 .16 9.99 .49 
MgO 8.09 .18 3.28 .21 8.46 .19 3.04 .12 3.31 .27 
Cao 9.27 .51 .66 . 13 10.85 . 08 .46 .03 11.19 .37 
Na
2
o 2.83 .03 1. 24 .28 2.62 .18 2.67 .3 1 3.15 .19 
K20 .10 .00 2.94 .31 .11 .00 2.96 .16 .43 .07 
Ti 0 2 1. 20 .08 2.45 .09 1. 25 .02 1. 97 . 0 7 1. 32 . 10 
Tota l 97.80 1. 79 85.39 3.54 100.26 .52 80.78 . 84 90.81 1. 96 f-' 
[\.) 






Sample .?-1-1 ( 4-7) B 
FG ( 7) FG ( 4) AG ( 2) Cem ( 2) BC ( 2) 
Sio 2 





1 4.09 .27 13.99 .71 13.23 1. 75 23.60 .04 19.83 .61 
FeO 8.59 .44 8.36 .73 16.31 .63 1.13 .16 11. 58 .32 
MgO 8.35 .20 7.99 .28 7.55 4.17 .09 .04 2.82 .21 
Cao 11. 26 .16 10.22 .47 .54 .00 .16 .02 11. 22 .05 
Na 2o 2. 88 .18 2.35 .53 .91 . 06 8.34 2.76 3.45 .07 
K2o .10 .01 .08 .01 2.53 .44 5.65 .02 . 40 . 1 4 
Tio2 1.11 .05 1. 30 .03 1. 94 .02 .15 .06 1. 43 .07 
Tota l 87.56 1. 57 83 . 39 3 .22 79.80 5. 33 90.86 3.09 98.19 .19 
Others 12.44 16.61 20.20 9.14 
f-' 
1. 81 w 
0 
0 1 ( 2) 01 ( 2) 
Si0 2 25.90 7.22 38.88 .76 
Al 2o 3 .87 .73 . 11 
.08 
FeO 44.3 4 13.10 14.47 .12 
MgO 12.84 5.78 47.99 .81 
cao .39 .07 .30 .02 
Na 2o .51 .10 . 00 .00 
K2o . 48 .1 4 . 0 2 .01 
Ti o 2 .1 0 . 0 2 .25 .15 
Total 86.07 .03 101.75 1. 39 
Ot hers 13.93 
Sample ~-1-12 (93-95) 
FG ( 2) AG ( 2) FG ( 2) AG ( 2) AG ( 2) 
Si02 43.24 .34 





14.98 .35 14.08 .16 15.36 .10 14.2 2 .10 12.64 1. 24 
FeO 9.83 . 7 3 16.60 .57 9.00 .16 16.93 .55 1 4.85 .49 
MgO 8.23 .01 2.76 .13 8.62 .07 3.35 .11 3.43 .55 
Cao 11.14 .09 .40 .00 10.61 .20 .40 .09 .32 .06 
Na 2o 2.73 .14 2.06 .29 2.81 . 31 2.56 .59 1. 53 .02 
K20 .11 .00 3.63 .06 .12 . 01 3.78 .78 3.56 .54 
Ti 0 2 1.18 .04 2.26 .08 1.17 .04 2.18 .24 1. 95 .02 
Total 91. 44 1.14 75.99 .56 95.44 .89 80.96 1. 86 73.63 1. 54 
Others 8.56 24.01 4.56 18.04 26.37 I-' w 
I-' 
Cem ( 2) Cem ( 2) 
Sio2 41.03 
7.00 52.59 . 3 8 
Al 2o 3 
16.81 1. 76 20.90 .29 
FeO .59 .06 .65 .12 
MgO .18 .0 4 .04 . 0 3 
cao .06 .00 .00 .00 
Na 2o 6.11 .1 3 7.78 .56 
K20 6.02 . 24 6.97 .09 
Ti o 2 .15 .10 .04 .00 
Tota l 70.95 9.02 88 .67 .14 
Other s 29.05 11. 33 
Sample 6-1-14 (107-112 ) 
GC ( 4) DC ( 5) 
Si0






15.00 .71 16.53 .76 
FeO 5.20 .22 5.59 .44 
MgO 4.07 2.22 4.42 1.00 
cao 6.16 . 36 6.16 .44 
Na 2o 3.48 .29 3.57 .13 
K20 .12 .05 .08 .01 
Ti0 2 .67 .04 . 66 . 0 9 
Total 71. 71 7.08 80.00 .75 I-' 
w 
Others 28.29 20.00 N 
~ 
Sample 7-1-12 (142-144) 
Cal ( 2) GC ( 4) BC ( 4) 
Si02 .04 .04 43.23 3.15 40.80 .90 
Al 2o 3 
. 0 2 .02 19.73 4.84 15.45 3.45 
FeO .75 .16 8.05 2.28 6.98 2.38 
MgO 2.34 .18 3.06 1. 75 3.50 2.58 
Cao 47.41 .82 11. 36 .71 11.70 .75 
Na 2o .00 .00 3.81 .25 3.48 .60 
K20 .00 .00 .35 .16 .30 .11 
Tio 2 . 02 .01 1.08 . 48 1.06 . 3 5 
I-' 
Total 50.58 .43 90.65 3.54 83. 1 7 .96 w 
w 
Others 49.59 9.35 16.83 
Sample 7-2-9 (97-102) 
p ( 2) p ( 3) Cal (2) DC (3) BC ( 3) 
Sio2 56.14 
2.99 58.29 6.45 .06 .04 50.51 .77 46.50 3.06 
Al 2o 3 
19.84 l. 82 21. 84 2.37 .00 .00 18.57 1.01 19.59 l. 61 
FeO l. 76 l. 23 .51 .07 . 73 .11 9.86 .62 10.21 2.36 
MgO 2.61 2.61 .06 .06 2.87 . 23 8.56 2. 19 3.87 .99 
Cao .20 .16 .09 .02 56.66 . 36 10.73 l. 61 1 2.68 . 97 
Na 2o 6.16 3.98 4.73 l. 58 .00 .00 3.18 l. 42 3.37 .45 
K20 4.60 .92 l. 77 .69 .01 .00 .13 .06 .15 .05 
Ti02 .04 .03 .02 .01 .02 .00 .89 .38 1.07 .27 f-' w 
Total 91. 35 5.69 87.31 9.67 60.35 .42 102.43 l. 67 97.44 l. 68 ..,. 
Others 8.65 39.65 2.56 
Sample 8-1-13 (118 - 120) 
FG ( 3) DC ( 2) 
Si02 
42.24 l. 78 45.73 .02 
Al 2o 3 14.67 
l. 56 15.90 .57 
FeO 9.12 . 72 8.89 .01 
MgO 6.51 l. 43 7.05 .50 
cao 10.70 .02 11. 74 .30 
Na 2o 3.13 .16 2.99 .05 
K20 .12 .03 .13 . 02 
Ti02 l. 32 .07 l. 46 .05 
Total 87.81 2.76 93.89 .42 f-' w 
Others 12.19 6.11 \Jl 
,. 
Sample 23-1-9 
FG ( 3) AG ( 3) FG ( 7) AG ( 5) FG ( 2) AG (2) 
Si02 43.72 .34 37.61 .56 50.26 1. 22 39.78 2.79 
49.74 .42 43.26 1. 39 
Al 2o 3 
15.40 .32 13.80 2.15 17.01 . 32 12.79 1. 67 17.12 .33 13.35 .77 
FeO 7.94 .47 12.62 .90 10.39 .64 16.75 1.07 8.81 .23 13.68 .56 
MgO 7.90 . 17 9.51 3.18 8.03 . 30 6.92 1. 30 7.56 .11 8.49 . 0 4 
cao 10.08 .17 1. 40 1. 40 10.17 .83 1.13 .94 12.86 .16 7.32 1. 89 
Na 2o 3.33 .30 2.03 .36 3.12 .13 2.77 .48 2.84 .05 2.38 .01 
K20 .16 .01 1. 49 .65 .19 .02 2.28 . 29 .17 .01 1. 26 .49 
Ti02 1. 24 .01 1.92 .15 1. 32 .06 2.45 .23 1. 43 . 0 3 1. 97 .13 
Total 89.77 1.36 80.38 . 3 2 100.49 2.55 84.87 2.28 100.53 .51 91. 71 2.88 
Others 10.23 19.62 15 . 13 8.29 I-' 
w 
C'I 
p ( 4) p ( 3) 
Si02 54.85 1. 34 56.02 .64 
Al 2o 3 21.85 .18 22.20 .14 
FeO .51 . 1 4 .75 .03 
MgO .00 .00 .04 . 03 
cao .00 .00 .04 .03 
Na 2o 9.45 .43 7.53 .30 
K20 5.50 .13 6.84 .25 
Ti02 . 02 .01 .02 .00 
Tota l 92.18 1.12 93.44 .81 
Other s 7 . 82 6.56 
Sample 24-1-12 (7 4-76) 
FG ( 3) AG ( 2) FG ( 4) AG (2) FG ( 5) AG ( 3) --
Sio
2 
40.65 1. 34 34.74 .31 45.19 .61 35.67 .22 47.12 .43 38.46 .86 
Al 2o 3 
15.07 .45 9.67 .19 15 .79 . 30 10.08 .10 16.56 .64 10.55 .48 
FeO 8.49 .21 15.11 .04 9.23 .73 17.01 .10 9.51 .38 16.80 .93 
MgO 7.89 .17 4.89 .10 9.39 1. 36 4.35 .27 7.62 .19 2.95 2.09 
Cao 11.36 .64 .50 .02 12.55 .34 .40 . 00 12.87 .25 .46 .OS 
Na 2o 3.30 .15 2.47 .55 3.05 .11 1. 34 .OS 3.14 .16 2.21 .26 
K20 .16 .00 3.00 .11 .15 .02 3.95 .40 .18 .02 3.37 .21 
Tio
2 1. 41 .07 2.44 .07 1. 23 .10 2.62 .19 1. 37 .06 2.43 .01 
Total 88.33 2.20 72.82 .98 96.58 1. 66 75.52 .04 98.37 . 57 77.23 2.23 
Others 11. 67 27.18 3.42 24.58 1. 63 22.77 I-' 
w 
-.-.J 
p ( 2) p ( 2) p ( 3) 01 ( 3) GC ( 2) 
Sio 2 45.06 3.39 4 9.89 .99 50.16 1.13 34.73 .55 49.17 .73 
Al 2o3 18.70 1. 41 20.75 .24 20.61 .28 .06 .05 18.28 .63 
FeO .46 .15 .40 .09 .87 .06 13.50 .75 9.09 . 29 
MgO .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .03 46.34 . 30 5.16 .09 
cao .02 .00 .08 .01 .03 . 03 .33 .01 12.09 .47 
Na 2o 14.5 8 2.09 8.11 .34 7.21 . 69 .0 7 .10 3.28 .08 
K20 6.06 .60 6.06 .02 7 .12 . 43 .00 .00 .24 . 02 
Ti o 2 . 01 .0 0 .00 .00 . 0 3 .01 .01 .01 1. 46 .09 
Total 84 . 86 3. 21 85.30 1. 21 86.33 . 33 95.04 .6 7 98.77 l. 59 
Ot he rs 15.10 1 4 .70 13.95 4 . 96 l. 23 
APPENDIX B 
Tabulation of Normalized Fresh and Altered Glass EMP Data 
Microprobe analyses of paired (adjacent ) fresh and 
altered glass areas have normalized to 100 % and are tabulat-
ed here. The tables also include a calculation of the 
% change between the two phases as 
6 % ((AG-FG)/FG) X 100 % 
This calculation for 'others' is b ased on the ' others' 
figures in Appendix A, since this compone nt is removed by 
normalization to 100 % to arrive at a weight percent tota l 
analysis. The FG - AG pairs appear in the same order as 
tabulated in Appendix A. 
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Sample 4-1- 4 (4 0- 42) 
FG AG FG AG FG AG --
Sio2 52.61 49.91 49.87 53.00 46.81 48.63 
Al 2o 3 17.03 19.45 17.94 16.07 17.87 17.51 
1,, 
FeO 7.08 17.34 6.53 17.46 7.70 20.07 
MgO 9.53 3.88 10.03 5.16 9.61 4.70 
cao 8.75 .53 10.45 .18 10.42 .47 
Na 2o 3.76 3.81 3.81 2.14 6.58 2.79 
K20 .11 3.14 .10 4.12 .09 3.51 
Ti0 2 . 93 2.08 1.10 1. 62 1.01 2.40 
Total 99.77 100.11 99.81 99.92 100.08 100.02 
I-' 
6% 6 % 6 % w \.0 
Si o 2 - 5 + 6 + 4 
Al 2o 3 + 1 4 - 10 - 2 
Fe O + 1 45 + 167 + 161 
MgO - 59 - 49 - 51 
Ca o - 94 - 9 8 - 95 
Na 2o + l - 44 - 5 8 
K20 +2 755 +40 20 +38 00 
Ti 0 2 + 12 4 + 47 + 13 8 
Others + 143 + 1 9 + 137 
Sample 4-2-3 (19-20 ) 
FG AG FG AG --
Sio 2 49.49 48.55 50.44 53.49 
Al 2o 3 16.07 
20.50 16.24 13.43 
FeO 9.40 17. 87 9 . 75 18.65 
MgO 8.66 2.73 8.57 4.36 
Cao 11.86 .62 11.31 .88 
Na 2o 2.82 2.66 2.98 2.96 
K20 .10 4.22 .10 4.16 
Tio2 1. 31 2.47 1. 20 2. 15 





0 [',, % 
Si 0 2 
- 2 + 6 
Al 2o 3 + 28 - 1 7 
FeO + 90 + 91 
MgO - 68 - 49 
Cao - 95 - 92 
Na 2o - 6 - 1 
K2o + 412 0 +4060 
Ti02 + 89 + 79 
Others +1279 
Sample 5-2-1 (5-7) 
FG AG FG AG - -
Si02 
49.07 49.25 49.54 46.96 
Al 2o 3 
15. 1 8 21. 59 1 5.62 20.04 
FeO 9.22 18.86 9.31 19 .89 
MgO 8.76 3.23 8.69 3.24 
cao 12.93 .73 12.7 7 . 7 9 
Na 2o 3.07 .61 3.00 2.32 
K20 . 12 2.95 . 11 4.22 
Ti0
2 1. 31 2.44 1. 39 2.69 
Total 99.66 99.67 100.42 100 . 15 f--' ..,. 
f--' 
6 % 6 % 
S i o 2 + l 
- 5 
Al 2o 3 + 42 + 28 
FeO + 105 + 11 4 
MgO - 63 - 63 
Cao - 94 - 94 
Na 20 - 80 - 23 
K20 +2358 +37 36 
Ti02 + 86 + 94 
Other s + 160 + 244 
FG AG FG --
Sio2 50.49 47 . 58 49.44 
Al 2o 3 
16.31 21.59 1 6.32 
FeO 9.51 18 . 71 10.04 
MgO 8.69 2.63 8.34 
Cao 11. 77 .77 11. 84 
Na 2o 3.19 2.39 3.00 
K20 .11 3.83 . 11 
Tio 2 1 . 27 2.52 1. 26 
Total 101.34 100.01 1 00.36 
!::, % 
Sio 2 - 6 
Al 2o 3 + 32 
FeO + 97 
MgO - 70 
Ca o - 93 
Na 2o - 2 5 
K20 +3 382 




18.02 16.8 4 
19.26 9.66 
3.07 8.38 
. 6 1 12.05 
1. 92 3 . 04 
4.93 .11 



































Samples 6-1-1 (4 - 7) A & B 
FG AG FG AG FG AG --
Sio2 52.18 48.31 51. 55 49.43 46.92 45.99 
Al 2o 3 
15.78 18 .09 16.20 17.51 16.79 16 .54 
FeO 9.87 21.14 9.22 19.47 10.03 20.39 
MgO 8.25 3.84 8.46 3.77 9.59 9.44 
cao 9.46 .77 10.85 .57 12.26 .68 
Na 2o 2.89 1. 45 2.G2 3.31 2.82 1.14 
K20 .10 3.44 .11 3 . 67 .10 3.16 
Ti02 1. 22 2.87 1. 25 2.44 1. 56 2.43 
Tota l 99.76 99.91 100.26 100 .17 100.07 99.75 I-' 
~ 
w 
6 % 6 % 6 % 
Si O~. - 7 - 4 - 2 
L. 
Al 2o 3 + 15 + 8 - l 
FeO + 11 4 + 111 + 103 
MgO - 53 - 55 - 2 
Cao - 92 - 95 - 94 
Na 2o - 50 + 26 - 60 
K20 +3340 +3236 +3060 
Ti 0 2 + 135 + 95 + 56 
Others + 56 4 + 22 
Sample 6-1-12 (93-95) 
FG AG FG AG AG 
Sio2 47.13 
45.14 50.14 46.57 48.09 
Al 2o 3 
16.33 18.59 16.13 17.63 17.19 
FeO 1 0.71 21. 91 9.45 20.99 20.20 
MgO 8.97 3.64 9.05 4.15 4.66 
Cao 12.14 .53 11.14 .50 .44 
Na 2o 2.98 2.72 2.95 3.17 2.08 
K20 .12 4.79 .13 4.69 4.84 
Ti0 2 1. 29 
2.98 l. 23 2.70 2.65 
Total 99.67 100.31 100.21 100.39 100.14 f-' 
.i,, 
.i,, 
6 % 6 % 6 % 
Si0 2 - 4 - 7 - 4 
Al 2o 3 
+ 14 + 9 + 7 
FeO + 105 + 122 + 114 
.MgO - 59 - 54 - 49 
Cao - 96 - 96 - 96 
Na 2o 
- 9 + 7 - 29 
K2o + 38 92 +3508 +36 23 
Ti 0 2 + 131 + 120 + 115 
Others + 1 8 0 + 2 96 + 478 (2 distinct AG fra gments) 
FG AG FG --
Sio
2 
48.53 46.64 50.26 
Al 2o 3 17 .09 17.11 
17.01 
FeO 8.81 15.65 10.39 
MgO 8.77 11.79 8.03 
cao 11.19 1.74 10 .17 
Na 2o 3.70 2.52 3.12 
K 0 2 .18 l.85 .19 
Ti0 2 l.38 2.38 1. 32 
Total 99.64 99.67 100.49 
I:,. % 
Si0 2 - L'; 
Al 2o 3 + 0 
FeO + 78 
MgO + 34 
Cao - 84 
Na 20 - 32 
K20 + 927 
Ti o 2 + 72 












































Sample 24-1-12 (74 - 76) 
FG AG FG AG FG AG --
Sio
2 
45.93 47.59 47.00 47.44 48.06 49.61 
Al 2o 3 
17.03 13.25 16.42 13.41 16.89 13.61 
FeO 9.59 20.70 9.60 22.62 9.70 21. 6 7 
MgO 8.92 6. 70 9.77 5.79 7.77 3.8 1 
Cao 12.84 .69 13.05 .53 13.13 .59 
Na 2o 3.73 3.38 3.17 l. 78 3.20 2.85 
K20 . 18 4. 11 . 16 5.25 .18 4. 35 
Tio 2 l. 59 3.34 l. 28 3.48 1.40 3. 13 
Total 99.81 99.76 100.44 100 . 31 100.34 99.63 f-' ~ 
m 
6 % 6 % 6 % 
Sio 2 + 4 + 1 + 3 
Al 2o 3 
- 22 - 18 - 1 9 
FeO + 116 + 136 + 123 
MgO - 25 - 41 - 51 
Ca o - 95 - 96 - 96 
Na 2o - 9 - 44 - 11 
K20 +2183 +3181 +2317 
Ti o 2 + 110 + 172 + 124 
Others + 13 3 + 619 +1297 
APPENDIX C 
Tabulation of XMP Data and % Change Calculations 
Averages of x-ray milliprobe data are tabulated 
here with an abbreviated label indicating the phase analyz-
ed (see key in Appendix A), the standard deviation, and the 
number of analyses averaged (in parentheses). Calculations 
of the % change between the paired FG - AG analyses are 
also included here, as in Appendix B. Sample numbers in-
cluding 'A' and 'B' indicate preparations of very different 
areas of a large sample. 
Average rand cr values for the fits from the XRF-4 
program are listed below, with the standard deviation. 
For samples where not all elements are reported, this may 
be because of inclusion of some earlier runs where not a ll 
were determined, rejection of a single e l e ment due to poor 
fit of the standards, or for Cr, the lack of data for thos e 
analyses made using the 100 ~m aperture. 
r s.d. a s.d. 
Zn .971 .021 18 7 
Cu .976 .035 11 5 
Ni .967 .033 18 9 
FeO .988 .001 .50 .20 
MnO .989 .008 .02 .01 
Cr .967 .037 46 16 
147 
148 
Even when the number of points fitted is only 6, the 
re · quired r value for the 99% confidence limit is .917, and 
for the 99.9% limit is .974 (Hinchen, 1969). The r values 
for the d d th 1 f th 9 9 runs used always excee e e va ue or e % limit, 
and usually that for the 99.9 % limit, using 8 to 10 points. 
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Sample 4-2-3 (18-20) 
FG ( 2) AG ( 6) - - -
Zn 88 0 89 15 
Cu 60 6 56 4 
Ni 122 9 105 28 
FeO 8.51 . 76 14.90 2.43 
MnO .15 .01 .19 .18 
Cr 95 28 181 55 
I':, % I-' -- Ul 
Zn + 1 0 
Cu - 7 
Ni - 14 
FeO + 75 
MnO + 27 
Cr + 91 
01 (5) -
Zn 74 19 
Cu 57 4 
Ni 610 97 
FeO 16.28 2.18 
MnO .25 .03 




















Sample 5-2-1 (5-7) 
FG ( 5) FG ( 5) FG ( 2) AG ( 3) - -- -- --
Zn 115 2 113 2 116 1 117 3 
Cu 84 3 83 2 147 0 157 14 
Ni 137 7 151 41 
FeO 9.47 .22 9.74 .57 10.18 . 83 13.76 1.03 
MnO .17 .02 .24 .13 .26 .08 .15 .05 
Cr 322 16 331 78 
6, % 
I-' 
Zn + 1 
Vl 
N 
Cu + 7 
Ni 
FeO + 35 
MnO - 42 
Cr 
Sample 5-2-1 ( 5-7) (cont.) 
FG ( 3) AG ( 2) FG ( 2) AG ( 2) - -- - --
Zn 106 2 104 l 86 5 90 2 
Cu 75 l 78 l 70 2 80 4 
Ni 139 18 182 51 84 16 100 10 
FeO 9.34 .12 10.87 .06 9.75 .02 10.48 .04 
MnO .18 .01 .23 .09 .22 .01 .15 .01 
Cr 303 16 276 47 
6 % t::, % - -
I-' 
U1 
Zn - 2 + 5 w 
Cu + 4 + 1 4 
Ni + 31 + 19 
FeO + 16 + 7 
MnO + 28 - 32 
Cr - 9 
Sample 5 - 2-4 (28-3 1) 
FG ( 2) AG ( 2) FG ( 3) AG ( 2) -- -- -- --
Zn 90 32 103 9 105 11 116 12 
Cu 64 4 55 2 66 3 66 2 
Ni 64 30 75 2 123 33 147 11 
FeO 12.18 1. 4 7 15.46 5.10 9.25 .90 16.92 .83 
MnO .20 .04 .21 .13 .20 .04 . 18 . 02 
Cr 422 4 346 18 
6 % 6 % -- -- f-' 
Zn + 14 + 10 Ul 
,/:> 
Cu - 14 0 
Ni + 17 + 20 
FeO + 27 + 83 
MnO + 5 - 10 






Ni 1 05 
FeO 2. 5 3 
MnO . 23 
Cr 320 






Sample 5-2-4 (28-31) (cont.) 





Sample 6-1-1 (4-7) A 
FG ( 7) AG ( 2) BC ( 3) -- -- --
Zn 109 8 102 2 106 5 
Cu 78 7 74 4 72 2 
Ni 141 10 132 l 172 29 
FeO 9.72 .52 17.83 1.76 9.83 1.85 
MnO .18 .02 .06 .04 .23 .10 
Cr 363 41 530 55 329 49 
I'::. % I-' --
l.il 
Zn - 6 O'I 
Cu - 5 
Ni - 6 
FeO + 83 
MnO - 67 
Cr + 46 
Sample 6-1-1 (4-7) 
B 
FG ( 4) AG ( 4) GC ( 2) 
- - -Zn 110 2 112 4 113 
l 
Cu 79 l 83 l 78 l 
Ni 132 4 108 20 148 20 
Feo 10.28 Los 16.79 Los 12.90 L 39 
Mno .18 .01 .09 .03 .17 .01 
Cr 364 48 532 83 527 39 
6 % -Zn 
Cu + 2 
f-J 
+ 5 Ni 
u, 
'1 - 18 Feo 
Mno + 63 
Cr - so 
+ 46 
FG ( 2) 
-
Zn 80 6 
Cu 70 1 
Ni 68 18 
FeO 10.54 .15 




































BC ( 1 4) 
Zn 112 5 
Cu 70 3 
Ni 84 8 
FeO 9.39 1.08 
MnO .12 .01 





















BC+GC ( 6) --
Zn 118 13 
Cu 7 2 4 
Ni 124 60 
FeO 8.25 1. 76 
MnO .24 .10 



















BC ( 1 4 ) -
Zn 95 15 
Cu 70 3 
Ni 127 39 
FeO 9.65 .72 
MnO .20 .07 






















Sample 8-1-1 3 (118-120) 
FG ( 2) AG (1) BC ( 2) GC ( 2) 
- -- --
Zn 100 16 107 106 11 90 15 
Cu 59 1 61 68 1 59 1 
Ni 100 17 152 68 11 110 16 
FeO 7.87 .10 9.15 9.00 .22 7.62 .41 





Zn + 7 O'\ 
N 
Cu + 3 
Ni + 52 
FeO + 16 























































Zn 6 % -Cu - 1 
Ni - 10 
6 % -




+ 37 Mno 
w - 24 




Sample 24 -1 - 12 (7 4- 76) 
FG ( 13) AG ( 3) p ( 2) -- -- --
Zn 91 37 10 8 47 110 14 
Cu 65 12 70 1 5 91 3 
Ni 110 34 130 20 78 32 
FeO 9.43 1. 43 1 7.35 3.67 2.94 2.94 
MnO .19 .04 .05 .03 .05 .05 
Cr 218 153 * 382** 350 2 
6. % 
-
Zn + 19 I-' O'I 
~ 
Cu + 8 
Ni + 1 8 
FeO + 84 
MnO - 74 
Cr + 75 
* (n=7) ** (n=l) 
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